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On the Genesis of Intellectual Crossroads:
Early Fragmentation in the Formation of
Modern Indonesian Intelligentsia
Abstrak: Artikel ini nrcnghadirknn kajian tentang proses pembentuknn
luncnl'Ln sosinl-intelektual di Indonesia aunl nbnd ke-20, di ntam perbedaan
dart perterrtnttgnn-atau fragmentnsi-ntulni mengemukn. Kattnt
in t e I ekt u oI (clerisy) mtLlni nten ge dep anknn b e rb a g a i or i ent a s i p emikir an,
seiring dengnn hndirnya kekuatan bartL, baik dalam relasi lcektLasqan
Indonesia nTnupLLn jnringnn internnsiottnl. Hasilnya, tign orientnsi
peruikiran ntuncul dalant peta intelektunl Indonesia: mereka yang
berorientasi ke Bnrnt (sant itu disebut kntmt terpelajnr), ntereka ynng
nusih berpegnng pnda khnznnnh aglLng (katnn tradisionnlis), dan mereka
y an g b e rhnlu an p emb ahar tLtu'L ( katffit n n der n is ).
Proyek nndernisnsi oleh pemerintah kolonial, Politik Etis, merupaknn
snlah sntu faktor sangnt penting yang nrendororlg nnmclrlnya perubnhnn.
Salnh snttmya ynl'Lg terkennLka adalah penfutLknnn sekolnh-sekolah dengnn
sietem pendidikan Barst modern. Dirrmcrutg sebagai snlnh sattr strategi
b ar u d alrnt'L kolonisasi Indo nesin, sekolslrsekolah t ersebut nrcnghasilkan
lultLsnn yang sangat akrab, bnik dengnn gnyn hidtLp perkotann, n'Latrplul
pentikirnn modern tentang kemajunn (progress). Berlndapan terutnnm
dengnn doninasi kaum priyayi lanm, kaun terpelnjnr ini-ynng ntengisi
se junlnh posisi dnlnm birokrtlsi kolonial-tantpil sebagni elit baru dengan
sejunilnh ngendn untuk menciptaknn ruatT4( bartL bngi eksistensi merekn
di tengah relasi ktLnsa saat ittL. Di sitti, ntereka nrengedepattknn gngnsan
kemajunn sebagni salah ssttL istL penting, yang dinsosinsikan dengan
pengnlnntnn dutin Bnrat sebngninnnn nterekn pnhnnti di bangktL sekolcfu.
Di snnqting nrcnerbitknn media cetak, merekn jrLga gint ntendirifuin nsosinst
(c1ub), seperti Mnngkoesoemitro (1882), Lnngen Snntitro (1BBB) di
Sentnrnng, Mednn Perd.anuinn di Padnng, dan Abri Projo di StLraknrtn.
Asosinsi ini berftLngsi sebngni sattL sarnnn unttLk nrcntbnhns keprihntinan
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nlereka tentnng perlunya kemajr'Lan bngi kaum pribttmi, selain tentu saja
sosialisasi keberadasn mereka dnlam konstelasi sosial-politik lndonesia.
S em ent ar o p r oy ek kol o ni nl nrul ni m el ahirkan knum t er p elaj ar, ke I o mp ok
clerisy Inin ynng berbasis di lembaga keagnmnan, khususnya ulama
pesantrerL, tengah mengalami proses konsolidnsi. Hal ini didorong terutams
oleh terbenttknya jaringan yang semnkin intensif dengan pusat lslam di
Tinnr Tengnh, khttsusnya Mekkah. Pembukaan Terus Suez pada 1869,
disertai perbaiknn sistent transportnsi laut, telnh memfasilitasi lalu lintrts
kswl Muslim untuk datang ke Mekkah nrcInksnnaknn ibadnh hnji. Mnka,
pnda pnruh kedua abad ke-19, jaringan lndonesia-Mekkah menyaksiknn
jtLntlah jemaah haji yang kian nteningkat, yang pada gilirnnnya mendorong
nwkin tersebnrnya pesantren. Hnl ini karena mereka yang berhaji sebnginrt
Isesar berasnl dnri institltsi keagnmaan tersebut,
Di snntping ittt, hnl terpenting lain dnri jaringan tersebut adalalt
terbentuknya konuniitas lawi, mtLkintin asal Indonesirt dnn Asia Tenggarn
y an g b el aj nr lsl nm di Mekkrth. Me r eka b er j as n dal nm p r o s e s t r ansntis i Isl nm,
yang nrcnjadiknn Mekknh sebngni janttLng dari dinnmiks Islnm di Indonesin.
Melalui jaringan ulanu yang terbentuk, diperktLat dengan tersebnrnyn
kitab kuning, kaun clerisy ini nrcngalani perkenfinngntx yang nlapan.
Merekn selanjutnya ntembentuk satu konnuitas tersendiri yang kennLdian
dikennl dengan kaum santri. Proses terskhir ini selanjutnyn diperktLat
dengnn kebijnkan politik kolonial yang tidak berpihak pnda Islant, ynttg
ntelihat ulnnn sebagai kekuatnn pembangknng terhadnp kekunsnan politik
kolonial.
Meski demikinn, orientasi baru pada kntmr cletisy keagatnaan iugn
ntulai ttnnbtth. HnI irLi berlnngstmg terutamn pada awnl abad ke-20, ketikn
proyek ntodern oleh penterintah kolonisl telnh menciptnkan genetasi
Muslim baru yang akrnb dengnn gagasan kemnjunt. Hnl irti jugn sejnlan
dengnn proses perubnhnn di lingktLngnn konntnitns lnui, di nnnn nrcreka
nntlai berkiblat ke al-Azhar di Kniro, Mesir, ptLsat gerakan pernbaharuan
Islant oleh MtLhanunnd 'AbdtLh dan Rsshtd Rida. lnringan Indonesin-
Kn ir o, y a n g b erken tb nn g p a d a'1 9 2 0 - n n, t el ah nt el nhirkan kel o ntp ok Mt L slint
bnrrL, katnn nrcdernis. Mereka, berbedn dnri kawn ulamn pesnntren,
ntengedepnnkan ngerLdn baru untuk mertLmtrckan kenfuali ajarnn Islnnt
yang senni dengnn semangat bnru. Mnkn, di snmping mendiriknn lentbaga
pendidiknn nrodern dan menerbitksn nrcdin cetnk, nrcrekn jtLgn nrcngusutg
isu kemnjunn, seperti lulnya kaum terpelajnr.
Dentikinttlah, ketiga kelontpok clerisy ini terus ttunbuh dan berkem'
bnng, Mereka secara bernrti meuarnni perkenfuangall T-L)ncnrLa sosinl'
intelekttLnl Indonesin. Perbednnn serta pertentnngan kernp ntenjadi cit'i
penting ntereka.
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The old order is destroyed, a nero i)orld is created and all arowtd Lts is clxnrlge
Munshi Abdullah bin Abdul Kadir (1843)
s they entered the century, the clerisyl of the "land below
the winds" stood at a crossroads. The path of knowledge
to "Mecca" inherited from previous centuries through the
international 'ulanta'networks remained. At the same time, the
deepening penetration of Dutch colonialism and capitalism ines-
capably brought its own regime of knowledge that paved the new
intellectual road to the "West".
The picture of Islamic development and Islamic studies in the
Netherlands East Indies (NEI, now Indonesia) at the turn of the
century was not as gloomy as Islamic reformists commonly imag-
ined. Western colonial encroachment upon the islamic life-world
by no means exhausted all avenues of Islamic sustainability. A1-
though throughout the 19'h century Islam was frequently used as a
rallying cry for native resistance, which entailed various colonial
restrictions on certain aspects of Islamic development, Islam in
fact exhibited its own internal dynamics. Quantitatively, it obtained
new adherents with the conversion of people of non-Muslim terri-
tories such as Tengger and South Tapanuli as well as Chinese in
some regions. Furthermore, as discussed later, the traditional Is-
lamic schools, pesantren, inherited from the previous hundreds of
years, tended to grow significantly. The Isiamic (inspired) litera-
ture produced monumental achievements, both inside and out-
side the miiieu of the court. The number of those making the pil-
grimage to Mecca (ftnjj), despite the apparent Dutch obstruction,
continued to increase and became even more extensive after the
opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. The contribution of the Indo-
Malayan 'epistemic community' (A;hab nl-lauiyyhr) in the Haramayn
(Mecca and Medina) to the reproduction and redistribution of re-
ligious knowledge remained. The endurance of this so-calied Jazuah
colony enabled the continuous transmission of reformed ideas from
the Middie East to the archipelago, which inspired the emergence
of reform movements rn tarlqnh (,54li brotherhood), Islamic doc-
trine, politics, and schools. And last but not least, the Muslim adop-
tion of lithographic printing helped with the multiplication of the
old manuscripts, which caused an explosion in the amount of reli-
gious reading materials.
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Alongside the continuous efficacy of historical lslam across gen-
erations, however, the decline of international Islamic politics in
conjunction with the deepening penetration of colonialism and
capitalism especially since the mid-19'h century brought about some
ruptures in Islamic development. The decline of the Islamic em-
pires' control over the sea trading routes entailed a gradual de-
motion of the Arabic language, leading to gradual fracturing and
territorialisation within the global Islamic community (ummnh),
followed by internal conflicts within the 'ulama'community. Fur-
thermore, the augmentation of colonial incursion and capitalist
intrusion into the life-world of the East Indies brought about new
deveiopments that debilitated certain aspects of traditional Islam-
ic institutions whilst also opening new spaces for creating a new
face of Islam. These new developments included the imported
bodies of Western education and ideas, changes in the symbolic
universe and media-sphere, the detachment of the traditional Is-
Tarnic clerisy from the historic ruling class, and the secularisation of
1aw.
In short, this was the beginning of the acute fractured world of
the East Indies Muslim clerisy. The o1d fantasy of Mecca as the
ideai city of God as reflected by the epithet of Islamic sultanates,
such as Aceh and Riau, as the 'Serambi Mekah' (the Verandah of
Mecca), persisted. Alongside this fantasy, however, the Dutch cre-
ated a new secular paradise in designating the East Indies as the
'exotic garden of the east' (Mooi lndiE) that implied the glorifica-
tion of Western civilised world as a new exemplary centre. The
existence of the traditionai 'ulnma' and literatl as the articuiators
of the collective conscience and social traditions was contested by
the gestation of a western educated 'intelligentsia' as well as the
emergence of a new breed of reformist-modernist 'ulnma'.
This article is an inter-textual analysis of the early colonial and
capitalist driven implantation of a western education system and
its subsequent influence on the way of thought of the East Indies
new elite. Such a feature will be juxtaposed with the impacts of
the deepening penetration of coionialism and capitalism on the
continuity and discontinuity of historical islam.
On the Roots of Westernisation
Until the early nineteenth century, the knowledge and educa-
tionai institutions of the East Indies had resembled those in most
traditional religio-political systems all over the world. l(n6v7|o'loo
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and education in the pre-modern world tended to be subordinate
to the sacred. Religion provided the rationale, objectives, and con-
tent of traditional education, as well as the teachers and the spa-
tial setting for learning. The ruler patronised learning as part of
his overall patronage of the faith (Smith, 1'970)' This was aiso the
situation of education in the East Indies before the introduction of
a Dutch-sponsored secular education system to the islands. In ar-
eas where Islam was heavily entrenched, sons of the gentry, Mus-
lim traders, and other religious families were sent to traditional
Islamic schools (pesantren, pondok, sLlrau, dnynh), or perhaps to cen-
tres of Islamic learning in the Middle East.
The Vereenigcle Oost Indiscl'te Compagttie, VOC (United [Dutch]
East India Company) authorities that assumed control over parts
of the NEI for almost 200 years (1602-1800) had no interest in in-
terfering with native religious matters and education, except for
some haphazardsupport for missionary schools. With the collapse
of the VOC,2 hegemony over the region was handed over from
the colonial-private enterprise to the colonial-state empire. Under
the new regime most parts of the islands were gradually and dis-
tinctively integrated into the colonial empire, transforming the
dispersed power centres into a unitary colonial state.3 Yet until
the mid-19th century the Dutch colonial state continued to neglect
native education and avoided excessive interference in native reli-
gious affairs.
There were several reasons for the colonial powers ignoring
native education for such a long period. In the initial stages the
colonial powers concentrated on capital accttmulation. Next, there
had been such a feeling of western superiority amongst the Dutch
that there was no call to impose a western civiiised life-world
upon the native traditions in order to maintain the "authentic"
Mooi fudid. This feeling coexisted with a prevalent European as-
stimption of social evolution: that as modern societies rise, reli-
gious faith and observances declines. In line with this assumption
it was envisioned that excessive interference in native (religious)
matters would be cottnter-productive, for it might not only evoke
native insurrections but also obstruct the process of evoiution. On
the other hand, there was much optimism that the successful Chris-
tianisation of the East Indies would solve the Native cum Islamic
troubles (Lombard, 1996a:96; Suminto, 1996: 9-74).
Alongside this view, the Dutch created a bor-rndary between
the civilised and uncivilised world by initially limiting the intro-
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duction of Western "high" culture only to the European communi-
ty. The early development of public primary schools for European
chiidren commenced in the period following the British return of
the Indies to the Dutch in 1816.r The Commissioners of education
in 1815, while pioneering the provision of education for European
chiidren (or those whose status was treated as equal to Europe-
ans), left native education to the care of the regents-and it aid
not materiaiise until the second half the 19th century (Furnivall,
7944:278).Inspired by the spirit of enlightenment, which empha-
sised the separation of education and religion, one European ele-
mentary school was established in Weltevreden (now Menteng),
Jakarta, in February 7877, followed by others, both within and
outside of Java. The introduction of this school was concomitant
to the early installation of European scientific infrastructure and
the emergence of exclusive European-style social clubs (Socidteit).
Thus, the Botanical Garden at Buitenzorg (Bogor) and its associat-
ed institutes were estabiished in 7877, followed somewhat later
by the establishment of The Association of the Naturai Sciences in
the Netherlands Indies (N atuurkundi ge v ere eniging in N e derlnn ds clt-
Indid, est. 1850). Meanwhile, the most exclusive Socidteit, Harmo-
nie, had appeared in Weltevreden in 1815s followed by the Con-
cordia in the same city (est. 1830), De Vereeniging in yogyakarta
(est. 1822) and some others in Surabaya and Bandung. The genesis
of such institutions, together with the emergence of the Dutch press
and scientific journals (whether produced in the NEI or imported
from Europe), as well as the development of social clubs' librar-
ies, meant that the European community was well-informed and
able to disseminate the intellectual and scientific achievements of
the Western world (Lombard, 7996a: B3-5).
In the face of a general colonial lack of interest in native educa-
tion, the pioneering effort to introduce a modern (Western) edu-
cation system to the heart of the native East Indies was conducted
by the Christian missions. Missionary presence in the archipelago
originated with VOC's Board of Directors' ambition to meet the
spiritual needs of the Company's servants as well as to counter
the influence of Catholicism and Islam. It was not until their en-
counter with a larger congregation that the missionaries started
realising a sort of rnission sncrde to run educational institutions in
the Dutch East Indies. This happened especially in dealing with
the problem of teaching Bible and religious catechisms to new native
East Indies and Chines e pernnaknn (East Indies born Chinese) con-
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verts or even to children of the European pernnaknn with a poor
mastery of Dutch (Maier, 1993:57-9; Adam, 7995:5-7).
The missionary zeal in education for evangelical purposes be-
came more accentuated following the end of the Napoleonic war
in 1816 that coincided with the emergence of the so-called "Age of
Mission" (Steenbrink, 1993 9B). At this juncture, from the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century, the independent efforts of foreign
missionary societies flor-rrished in Western countries. In the Neth-
erlands, the hallmark of this development was the formation of
the Nederlandsch Zendelingen Genootschaap (The Netherlands
Missionary Society) rn 1,797, whose efforts in the NEI began in the
1820s (Jones,1.976:23). Subsequently, some other missionary unions
operated in the archipelago with the Dutch Reformed Missionary
Union as the most important one (Steenbrink, 7993: 98; Coppel,
7986: 1.6).
After following in the footprints of the Catholic missions,6 from
the 1820s onward the Christian missions and schools ranged broadly
throughout the islands-except in areas where Islam was heavily
entrenched. Initially operating amongst the minority peoples in
the eastern parts of the East Indies (Maluku, Minahasa, and Timor),
the mission schoois then spread out to Tapanuli and Nias-Men-
tawai (North Sumatra), parts of Kalimantan, Irian Jaya, Central
and South Sulawesi, and parts of Java (Jones, 1'976: 23-4; Coppel:
1986; Furniva17,7944:219). The number of these schools increased
slowly to reach about 8,400 in 1871, rising to 75,750 in 7892. Apart
from stressing education as a means of divulging the Gospel and
drawing unbelievers into the church's gravitation, these schools
also proposed other benefits for the new converts. "Becoming a
Christian," according to Gavin W. |ones, "also meant becoming
westernized, and education was an integral part of westerniza-
tion" (Jones, 1,976:38). Later on, when the colonial administration
commenced paying more attention to native education, it was the
mission schools that were used as the springboard for further
development (Steenbrtnk, 7986: I-7).
The turning point in the colonial government's attitude towards
native education in the Dutch East Indies came in the second half
of the 19th century as a resonance of liberal movements in Europe'
In February 1848, electrified by so called "social Romanticism" (lib-
eral movements) and triggered by the downfall of the King of
France, Louis Philippe, pulsing waves of the democratic revolu-
tion that pounded Europe brought about the installation of a new
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democratic constitution in the region (Stromberg, 7968: 72-B). Th.e
Liberal wing in the Netherlands led by ian Rudolf Thorbecke quick-
ly responded to the momentum by successfuily shifting the course
of fundamental law (grondwetsherziening) from conservatism to-
wards liberalism. With this fundamental law of 7848, the Nether-
iands became a constitutional monarchy, and the Queen became
responsible to the parliament. Consequently, the Dutch entered a
legal era moving away from the rule of absolute authority to the
rule of law, and as such, they gained rights to interfere in colonial
matters through parliament. In the educational realm, the guaran-
tee of the Fundamental Law of 1848, of free education to every-
one in the Netherlands had a trickle down effect, which gradually
led to a new attitude towards public education in the Netherlands
Indies (Furnivali, 1,9 44: 748-224; Simbolo n, 7995 : 726-27).
Supported by private entrepreneurs and a politically conscious
Liberal middle class, this Liberal force became increasingly dissat-
isfied with financial administration, first in the homeland and then
in the colony. This class originally aimed to wield power at home
and, later, to have access to or control over colonial profits (Furni-
vall,1944: 148). In the context of Liberal illusions of 'free cultiva-
tion', 'free labour', and 'individual possession', to assume control
over colonial profits meant urging the colonial government to se-
cure private capital in obtaining land, labour and opportunities to
run new businesses or plantations. This push was issued in the
passing of Agrarian Law and Sugar Law of 1870, which guaran-
teed property rights and the operation of private enterprise. This
achievement was accelerated by the improvements in communica-
tions: telegraphy, opened to the public in 1856; a modern postal
service, inaugurated in 1,862; railway installation and high seas
steamers in 7867; and the completion of the Suez Canal in 1869
(Furnivall, L944: 17 4-75).
The shift towards a liberal economy in fact necessitated not
only institutional reforms but also infrastructural support. Private
enterprises/planters demanded irrigation for their fields, railways
for their produce and mobilisation, medical facilities for their fam-
ilies and their coolies, schools and vocational training for their
children, subordinates and staff, and so forth. This, in turn, called
for state responsibility in providing such needs. In this respect,
the enhancement of the government bureaucracy was necessary.
With regard to this point, it is worth noting that unlike in British
India with its tradition of direct administration and disregard, at
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least in theory, of racial differences, in the Netherlands Indies the
practice of administration was characterised by the presence of a
dual system that combined direct and indirect rules and deliber-
ately maintained racial segregation. Thus, alongside the European
Civil Service there was a Native Civil Service (Furnivall,7944:775,
251). With the pressure from the Liberal interests, both adminis-
trative corps had to improve their capacity and recruit a large
number of skilled labourers. This in turn urged the colonial gov-
ernment to pay more attention to education (Simbolon (7995:743-
21.5).
Due to the very nature of the coloniai's worldview, education
posed a dilemma. On one hand, it was important to underpin the
political economy of industrialisation and bureaucratisation. On
the other hand it was a potential menace to the "mystique" of
colonial superiority. From the very beginning, the Dutch were quite
aware of the inadequacy of the repressive state apparatus in main-
taining total control of the vast archipelago, given the limited num-
bers in the colonial army. To compensate for this deficiency, "he-
gemonic" (symbolic) weapons in Gramsci's sense were needed to
construct the moral authority that positioned the civilised Euro-
pean above the native. This included the preservation of segrega-
tion and differences in terms of ethnicity, culture and language.
The colonised subjects were made aware of this mythical distinc-
tion between, what Sutan Sjahrir (one of the native leaders) once
called, "those who suffer from megalomania and those who suffer
from inferiority complexes" in order to make Dutch-dominated
rnle somewhat easier. According to H.M.J. Maier (1993:41), the
myth of the "white race" that the colonial administration had been
successfully preaching since the last part of the 19th century was
the myth of Dutch zakelijkheid.In Benedict Anderson's words (7966:
77), this term can be described as'. "a mystique of innate racial
superiority, near-magical efficiency and the arcana of science. This
myth was perhaps the most important single feature of Dutch co-
lonial rule and allowed the Dutch to maintain total control of the
vast archipelago with a colonial army of less than 40,000 men."
To come to terms with this dilemma, the colonial administra-
tion could do nothing but base education on ethnic lines of segre-
gation. No matter that the Liberal revolution in the homeland
called for the "rule of law" and "equality before the law", this
was not the case with Liberal policy towards the Dutch East In-
dies. Based on article 6 of the Algenrcene Bepnlingen aan Wetgeuirtg
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aoor Nederlandsch Indid (General Rules of Law Enactment for the
Netherlands indies) of 1848, the people of Dutch East Indies were
classified into different categories. Firstly, the Europeans and those
who were officially treated as equal to the Europeans-that is all
Christian Indigenous people (Boemipoeterz). Secondly, the Boenipo-
etern and those who were officiaily treated as equal to the Boemi-
poetera-that is Arab, Moor, Chinese, and all Muslim believers
and other worshippers (Simbolon, 7995:128:29).7 In practice, this
classification was even more complicated. There were several sub-
stratums in each social category. Within the group theoretically
assumed as being equal to the European, there were likely several
levels of hierarchy: the full-blooded Europeans were at the top,
the Eurasians (Indos) in the middle and the indigenous Christians
at the bottom. A similar situation prevailed in the Boemipoetera
group in respect to the individual's closeness to symbols of polit-
ical power and authority. The hierarchy ranged from the gentry
(higher priyayi, aristocrat); servants of leading European and Boemi-
poetera families; lesser priyayis or lower level civil servants, and
well-to-do families; and finally, peasants, petty traders and other
commoners (Van Niel, 7970:22).In following these lines of segre-
gation, the nature of early policies on education in the Dutch East
Indies was anti-assimilation. elitist and dualistic in character (Kar-
todirdjo, 1991: 338).
The Liberal force in the Netherlands began to influence colo-
nial attitudes towards native education in around the second half
of the nineteenth century. The Organic Law of 1854 was put into
effect, imposing responsibility for native education on the colo-
nial government, and in accordance with the Law, a Department
of Edtrcation was set up in 1.867. Under the influence of the Liberal
forces the school system was designed along lines of hierarchical
status. At the beginning and the top, the aforementioned proto-
type of the European primary school was reorganised into a sev-
en-year primary school-offering instruction in Dutch and teach-
ing other European languages-and was popularly known as the
EtLropeesche Lagere School (ELS). Originally, this school was des-
tined exclusively for European children (or those with equal sta-
tus to Europeans). After 1864, however, in line with colonial ef-
forts to incorporate the historic ruling class (priynyl) into the colo-
nial sphere of influence,s this school was made accessible to a se-
lect few from the very elite of the indigenous community. Fur-
thermore, after 1891 access to ELS was also given to "qualified"
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descendants of the wealthy. The non-Christian native attendance
in these European elementary schools steadily increased from near-
1y 400 students in 1883, to762 in 1898, and it rose to I,870 in1900
(Strtherland , 1979: 46; Yan der Veur, 7969: 1).
Next, to meet the needs of the indigenous Christians (many of
whom were soldiers in the colonial army), particularly in Ambon,
and elsewhere of missionary enclaves, the government set up the
so-called Speciale School (Special School). Embarking on the reor-
ganisation of mission schools, this school emulated the curricula
of the ELS (Van der Veur, 7969:2).
In the final stage the government established schools for the
Boenipoetera. In 1849 there was an experiment of running two ele-
mentary vernacular schools and in 1852 the number of these schools
rose to 15. Using the vernacular language, these new schools were
designed originally to prepare the natives of priynyi origin for the
colonial administrative service, in line with an attempt to restrict
native people from entering the ELS (Furnivall,7944:279;Yan det
Vetrr, 7969: 1.). The school arrangement reflected Governor Gen-
eral ]an ]acob Rochttssen's (1845-51) attitude of remaining consis-
tent r,vith the old colonial policy, to ensure the Boenipoetercr con-
tinued with their own customs and to make the languages of the
colonial and the colonised people constantly separate and inde-
pendently categorised (Maier, 7993: 49).In fact, children of the
priyayi favoured the schools offering instrr-iction in the Dutch lan-
guage due to better career and status prospects. To respond to
such a demand two types of elementary schools for native East
indians were introduced in 1893: the Eerste Klnsse (First Class Na-
tive school) and the Trueede Klasse (Second Class Native school).
The first one was designed for the children fuom priynyl and well-
to-do families, where Dutch language was taught in early years
and used as the medium of instruction in the final year. The sec-
ond one was for the children of the general popuiation and did
not offer Dutch language lessons (Ricklefs, 7993:158; Van der Veur,
7969: 7-2).
Whereas the development of the primary school system im-
proved under liberalism, this was not yet the case with the sec-
ondary schools. There was no single public middle school until
1850 (Furnivall, 1944: 21,2). At the end of the 19'h centttry there
were only three general secondary schools in Java, which were
well known as Hoogere Burger Schoois (HBS, Higher middle-class
schools). One was the Gymnasium Wi1lem III in Batavia (opened
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1860), and others were established in Surabaya (1875) and Sema-
rarrg (7877). These schools were identical to high schools in the
Netherlands. Not only did they offer instruction in Dutch, they
also used a strict and high standard curriculum equal to that of
schools in Europe, so that the failure rate (even among Dutch stu-
dents) was high. Thus, they were intended almost exclusively for
the European (or equal) children. Only a handful of Boemipoetera
were allowed to attend these schools, their total number in 1890
being no more than 5 pupils (Sutherland , 7979: 46- Yan der Veur,
1,969: 4-5; Ricklefs, 7993: 758).
While the European school system remained highlybiased towards
the Europearn and the higher priynyi, the access of the lower classes
to better education was made possible by loopholes in the discrimi-
natory colonial policy itself. As the expansion of the liberal bureau-
cracy necessitated the support of technical staff, the government de-
cided to establish aakscholen (vocational schools). The shortage of
qualified teachers created a demand for a native teacher-training school
(ktueekschool), which was initially established in Surakarta in 7851/52
with several others following in ]ava and other areas, especially after
1870. The enhancement of government health and hygiene services
necessitated semi-skilled medical workers. Thus, the medical train-
ing that had begun in 7822 with courses for government vaccinators
was developed in 1851 into the so-called 'Dokter-Djnzua' (native para-
medical) school in Menteng (Jakarta).e Meanwhile, the need for a
skilled native civil service encouraged the government to establish
the Hoofdenscholen (Chiefs' Schools) popularly called 'Sekoiah Radja'
(school for the native nobility), which came into existence in 1879 in
Bandung, Magelang and Probolinggo. This type of school was initial-
ly planned for the sons of chiefs and other prosperous natives, to
prepare them for the new bureaucratic style of the native administra-
tion.10 In fact, in general the children of the higher priyayi did not
regard teaching and vaccinating as prestigious or promising careers.
Therefore, they favoured the Chiefs' Schooi and were hardly inter-
ested in the teacher-training and Dokter-Dinua schools. To attract
enrolments to the latter schools, the government began to offer tn-
centives such as scholarships and promises of governmental status.
At the Dokter-Djar.oa school, a special arrangement (especially after
1891-) was made to allow youngsters expressing an interest in this
school to obtain entry into the ELS free of charge. Many of those
students came from lesser priynyl origin, and even frequently came
from merchant and village families (Van Niel, 1970:28,57).
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On the Genesis of the 'Kemadjoean'
(Progress)-Oriented Native Elite
Towards the end of the 19'h century, the impact of Liberal edu-
cation on the genesis of a new East Indies elite was evident. Grad-
uates from the missionary, European and Native public schools,
and especiaily vocational schools produced the prototype of the
homines noui of civil servants and inteliigentsia of the 20'h century.
Although graduates of the vocational schools were often not de-
scended from the higher priyayi families, their elevation to the sta-
tus of pubiic servants in the colonial administration granted them
the aura of priyayi (new priyayi) of some standing in the eyes of the
East Indies people. Meanwhile, for those who were already of
priyayi status, the acquisition of this new qualification strength-
ened their position within the priynyi group. For a few of them,
however, the old-fashioned priyayi might have lost their "magic",
for as new professionals they became obsessed with the personal
and social prestige attached to new roles in the service of the
modern colonial bureaucracy (Van Niel, 1970: 29).
For this rudimentary intelligentsia, obtaining these new roles
and moving from the edge of the colonial as well as the feudal
world into the whirl of modern bureaucratic machinery meant
changing the "life-world". Educational cultivation seemed to have
drawn them into the process of 'vicarious learning' resulting in a
sort of self-reflexive power to measure how far they had stepped
forward compared to the achievements of the "others". What
seemed to be state of the art human achievements of the time were
modern techniques and new industrial enterprises brought into
the East Indies as a by-product of the liberal economy. These were
exemplified with the introduction of more elaborate and innova-
tive communication systems such as new shipping technology,rail-
ways, telephones, telegraphs, post offices, a printing industry and
newspapers. The introduction of such a modern communication
system was concomitant with the growth of urban centres and a
metropolitan super-clrlture signailed by the expansion of indus-
tries, banks, extension services, and warehouses containing im-
ported items from centres of the European capitalist world (Adam,
7995: 79; Shiraishi, 7990: 27; Geertz, 1963).
In the face of such astonishing modern phenomena the honines
noai were fascinated and accepted them as the barometer of the
kentndjoean (progress) that they had to achieve. In this trajectory of
progress, the achievements of the "others" were simply incom-
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mensurabie. The Europeans as wealthy pianters and newly emerg-
ing bourgeoisie of the urban centres had of course been well ex-
posed to modern education, new media, luxurious properties, car-
riages, and 'civilised' social clubs. Even the Chinese, because of
their better economic conditions due to their position as the mid-
dlemen in commerciai transactions and the dominant power in the
retail trade as well as their exposure to missionary schools, moved
forward along this trajectory. This was signified by their remark-
able achievements in the realms of press, education and associa-
tions.
Under such historical conditions the issue of how to catch up
with the kemndjoenn (progress) became the dominant discourse of
this emerging intelligentsia. For them, kemndjoenn meant the ideal
loftiness of one's social status, whether as an individual or as an
imagined community, encompassing many other things: education-
al improvement, modernisation (widely associated with Western-
isation), respectability, and success in life. As a meastrre of the
obsession withkenndjoean,Dutch words, as the icon of the progress
itself, were increasingly used in ihe daily conversation of the en-
lightened minorities. Thus, to use Shiraishi's depiction (7990:27),
"the words signifying progress-such as aoortLitgang (advance),
opheffin g (trplif ting), o rttzu ikkeli n g (develop ment), and opu o e din g (ttp -
bringing)-embellished the language of the day together withbeu-
ordering aan zuelactnrf (promotion of welfare)." It is worth noting
that the proiiferation of this discourse was made possible by the
embryonic public sphere of the intelligentsia in the form of the
foreign-owned vernacular press and the Western-inspired and
localised social clubs.
Following the printing activities of missionaries and the VOC
since the early 77'h century, as well as the emergence of "white
papers"-from the appearance of the first printed newspaper, Bnt-
aainsche Nouaelles, in 7744 through to the inception of liberalism
(around 1854)11 - the liberal force brought about a new stage in
these activities by encouraging the development of vernacuiar
newspapers and periodicals. From 1854 until 1860 several vernac-
ular presses owned and edited by the Dutch were established.
These were the high |avanese-language weekly Bronnrtani in
Surakarta ( 1 855- 1 857) and P o e sp it nmant j nu arn n in Sttr abaya ( 1 855 ),
the first (low) Malay-language Newspaper Soernt Knbnr Bnhasn Me-
lnijoe in Surabaya (1856), the first (high) Malay-periodical Bintang
Oetnrn printed in Rotterdam but circulated in the East Indies (1856-
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IB57), and the (low) Malay-language Newspaper Soerat Chnbar Be-
tawie tn Jakarta (1858). Between 1860 and 1880, parallei to the ex-
pansion of the liberal economy and the growth of literate people,
the number of vernacular newspapers and periodicals increased,
with most of them using low Malay.12 During this period, although
the owners of the presses continued to be Dutch and Eurasian,
there were already a few Chinese editors (journalists).13 From 1BB0
until the end of the century, the Chinese and then native editors
(journalists) 1r became more dominant and the fully-fledged repre-
sentation of the Chinese pressls appeared (Surjomihardjo, 1980:
43-4; Adarn, 7995: 76-78).
The genesis of the vernacular press in the East Indies repre-
sented a centrifugai force that deviated from the mainstream cen-
tripetal force of colonial policy. The wave of liberal economy ac-
companied by the expansion of the colonial administration, edu-
cational institr-rtions, literacy and printing activities was conducive
to discursive uniformity and standardisation. Due to the very na-
ture of the dualistic approach of Dutch coionial rr-rle, the standard-
isation of language had to be translated into a number of different
lines of action. For the European Civil Service and Eltropean schooi
system the government had to introduce the "real" and "corcect"
Dutch language. Meanwhile, for the Native Civil Service, the Dutch
officials dealing with this corps and for the vernacular school sys-
tem, the government had to standardise the most widely used
vernacular languages, Maiay and Javanese; but from 1860 onwards
the main focus was on Malay. During the second half of the 19ih
century the Dutch invented and scientificised the 'real' and 'orig-
inal' Malay by selecting and standardising 'high Malay' (the lan-
guage of the Malay heartland of the east coast of Sumatra [Riau],
the Peninsula [Malaka, Johore], and the west-coast of Kalimantan)
to be promoted for formal communications. In contrast to this
policy, the kind of Malay language that was widely used in cities
of the coastal areas 
- 
where most modern commercial and gov-
ernmental activities were run and most of the Etlropeans were
Iiving pnsnr/bazaar Malay (low Malay). This spoken form of
Malay, in Maier's view, could be called "prdgin", or a "simple
linguistic structure, almost no redundancy, without a clear stan-
dard, but sufficient for communication between people who had a
better knowledge of another language" (Maier, 7993: 46-7).In fact,
it was this kind of language that was the springboard of the ver-
nacular press.
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When the liberal economy reached the press sector, consider-
ations about the potential market and the perceived simplicity and
fiexibility of the low Malay meant that this language gradually
became the major medium of journalism.l6 The potential readers
of the low Malay vernacular newspapers and periodicals ranged
from European merchants, soldiers and missionaries who had used
this kind of language in their contacts with the indigenous popula-
tion, the growing number of literate Chinese familiar with Sino-
Malay, through to the emerging new group of literate Boemipoef-
era who had long been exposed to the Malay language17. Surpris-
ingly enough, it was through this subaltern '1ow' code that inter-
est in 'kemadjoean' and the native political consciousness finally
found its medium of articulation.
Words used to name the vernacular press from 1854-1900 seemed
to reflect the emergence of a liminal space in which the old and
the new worlds, as well as multi-layers of consciousness and in-
terests interchanged without a common poiitical orientation. First
of all, it was commonplace to use such the words kabar, chabar,
pezunrta, beritn (news), bentara (herald), penghentar (medium), selom-
pret (trurnpet), cotLrant (newspapers). This iikely indicated the lib-
eral economic worldview in which the press was simply regarded
as a medium for information, generally produced by private en-
terprises for the sake of economic interests, without reference to
any particular collective identity. Secondly, the local-territorial
signifiers such as Betawie, Semarang, Meiajoe, Soerabaja, Menang-
kabau, Sumatra, Prajangan, and Djawi frequently emerged, possi-
bly to reflect the dominance of the provincial outlook and orienta-
tion of the press. Thirdly, the myths of the past such as Bstara-
Indra (Indian legends), primbon (divining manuals) and various
other |avanese archaic literary symbols were still used, seemingly
to indicate the continuing presence of the previous cosmology.
Finally, symbols of enlightenment, suchbintang (star), nutahari (sun),
tjnhaja, palita, sinar (lights) and soeloeh (torch) together with profes-
sional codes such as pengadjar (teacher), soldadoe (army) and pertga-
dilnn (court) were widely used, possibly to represent the obses-
sion with the new orientation- kemadjoenn.
The shift towards kemadjoean-oriented press was initiaily driv-
en by the logic of capitalism itself. With the proliferation of the
vernacular press, the competition to win subscribers became fierce.
This was especially the case when the peranakan Chinese began to
possess their own press, inducing the Chinese readers to pull away
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from their former Dutch/Eurasian counterparts. In the face of this
new challenge more serious efforts were made by the Dutch/Eur-
asian-owned press to attract native subscribers. In this respect,
the press could not only take care of commercial interests but could
also cater for the aspirations of the emerging intelligentsia.
For those who were preoccupied with the idea of kentadjoean,
their core aspirations reflected the gap between the rising expec-
tations in terms of the elevation of their self-esteem and the actual
constraints they had to face. The maior constraint they felt, as
reflected in the vernacular press, was the imbalance between the
desire for schooling and the real shortage of schools. The fact that
until 1882, there were only about 300 schools in ]ava, and no more
than 400 in the outer provinces with the total number of students
being no more than 40,000 (Furnivall, 7944:220) seemed to be the
backdrop that instigated a cail for government attention' Numer-
ous letters from native readers were sent to the Press comPlaining
that the government was not providing enough chances for native
children. In edition, the press also frequently raised issues con-
cerning the poor condition of pupils' food, hygiene and conscien-
tiousness in their schoolwork. Graduates of the native teacher-
training schools spearheaded this criticism. Their disparagement
was reflected especially in educational journals published as a re-
sult of the growing interest in native education, such as Soeloeh
Pengadjar (The Teachers' Torch) in Probolinggo (which first ap-
peared in 1887) and Taman Pengadjar (Teachers' Garden) in Sema-
rang (7899-1.9L4). These journals played a significant role in articu-
lating the native teachers' aspirations for the alleviation of dis-
crimination in the provision of education, the restoration of teach-
ing the Dutch language in the native teacher-training schools and
making the language available to all native children.
In addition criticising government policy, the vernacuiar press
also reflected covert tensions and crises in the gestation phase of
the new intelligentsia's constitution. The emerging intelligentsia,
nurtured in the western education system, living in big new cities,
using sprinklings of Dutch in daily conversation and adopting a
kind of western lifestyle, were likely to be out of place in the
habitus of their elder aristocrats. Meanwhile, in the eyes of the
older generation of the priynyi the professionals were nothing but
newcomers who needed recognition and acceptance by the tradi-
tional establishment. In this regard, they were expected to adopt
the lifestyle and hierarchical order of the 'feudal' priyayi, which
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meant preserving horntat (respect) towards the old (higher) aristo-
crats (Kartodirdjo, 7997:341-42). Moreover, the educational qual-
ifications of the new intelligentsia that were superior to those of
the traditional aristocrats often meant that the European adminis-
tration dealt directly with them, bypassing the traditional hierar-
chy and procedures (Van Neil, 1.970:29).
This ali led to an envious relationship between the old aristo-
crats and the new professionals. Selompret Melajoe, No. 143-155
(November 30-December 28, 1899), for instance, carried a com-
piaint from the Regent of Demak, Raden Mas Adipati Ario Hadi
Ningrat, who begged the government to prioritise the improve-
ment of education for the children of Bupati (Regents) and re-
minded them that the time was not yet right for appointing non-
(higher) aristocrats to high bureaucratic posts. On the other hand,
Taman Pengadjar No. 4 (October 75,1899) ran an articie criticising
the newly emerging intelligentsia for what they considered to be
the humiliating practices of traditional hormaf (respect) towards
the upper priynyi.ls
This emerging intelligentsia was by no means monophonic.
Although most of them came from the priyayi circle, there was a
covert tension between those derived from the lesser priyayi and
those from the higher one. Descendants of the lesser priyayi wlno
could not achieve high positions in the traditional status hierarchy
were in fact still unable to wield the same power in the modern
sector of the rationalised bureaucratic structure. While most of
the children of the higher priynyi were favoured for admission to
the Chiefs' schools and ensured of a secure career and of having
better status and salary, children of the lesser priyayi could only
choose other vocational schools, which were usually disfavoured
by the former and less promising in terms of prestige and salary.
The lesser priyayi were unhappy with such a dual-system, regard-
ing it as a system of favouritism, and pubiicly criticised it in the
press of the time.le This meant that the ongoing discordant rela-
tionship between the emerging intelligentsia and the oid aristoc-
racy coalesced with the internal friction amongst the intelligen-
tsia, in which descendants of the higher priyayi tended to side with
the old aristocrats.
Afterwards, in echoing the discourse of kemndjoean that was
reflected in and ignited by the vernacular press, localised native
interest clubs emerged as alternative spaces for action. Inspired
by the existing Dutch and Chinese ciubs, these clubs revolved
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around the issue of kemndjoeall, efthet as spaces for displaying the
new modern lifestyle or for improving the knowledge and educa-
tion of their members. These clubs emerged within the communi-
ties of higher priyayi and teachers. The first club that seems to
have been recorded by the vernacular press was called 'Mangkoe-
soemitro', formed by teachers in Semarang in 1882. Next, similar
clubs appeared within the priyayi milieu in Semarang, such as Lnn-
gen Snmitro (est. 1BB8) and Langen Darmodjojo (est. 1891). From
Semarang, these associations spread out to other cities st:ch Medan
Perdanian in Padang, Perkuntpulan StLknnnnnh in tsatavia, Abi Projo
in Surakarta, and Lnngen Hnrdjo in Surabaya. The most important
club at the end of the century emerged among the teacher commu-
nities and was called the 'Mufakat Guru' (Teachers' Discussion
Group). This kind of club appeared in various districts and resi-
dencies in Java. The 'Mufakat Guru' basically aimed "to pave the
way for teacher unity and encourage discussion of problems of
common professional interest such as teaching, matters relating to
pupils, and school administration. Issttes such as education for girls
and ways to encourage parents to send their children to schooi
were also discussed at meetings held by the Mufakat Guru" (Adam
(7995: B9).
Until the end of the century the role of teachers in promoting
the discourse of kenndjoenn was very conspicuous, for at least two
reasons. The teaching profession at this juncture mainly consisted
of educated natives, and as educators they were most highly im-
bued with a kind of obligation to enlighten their fellow country-
men. Additionally, the fact that this profession was less respected
compared to administrative positions might have stimulated them
to be vocal about 'kenndjoean' in order to construct a new mea-
surement of social privilege. Such a conspicuous role for teachers
suggests thai the "organic intellectuals"20of the germinal inteili-
gentsia in the 19th century mainly consisted of teachers.
It is worth noting, however, that until the end of the centr,rry
this embryonic stratr-tm of inteliigentsia did not form a distinct
collective entity in its own right. Its presence remained hidden
under the shadow of the old aristocracy. This was not only be-
cause their number was still limited, but also because they had not
yet discovered a special "code" to represent a coliective identity
that could incorporate the emerging intelligentsia from diverse
sectors into a particular community. This factor, along with the
restricted social mobilitv as well as the limited number and circu-
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lation of the trans-border media, confined the voices and move-
ments of the kemndjoean to a narrow and localised sphere of influ-
ence. This, however, was only an accidental circumstance liable to
be changed in the near future. By the early 20'h century, these
hotnines noai together with all other western educated people born
in the 19'h century constituted the first generation of the new stra-
tum of East Indies intelligentsia.
On the Continuity of Historical Islam
The deepening penetration of colonialism and capitalism by no
means led to the extinction of the Islamic schools. Although the
Dutch seizure of power of the coastal trading activities had devas-
tated the socio-economic underpinnings of Islamic development
in its early habitat (coastal cities), centres of Islamic studies con-
tinued to survive by moving towards the hinterlands and inland
areas where the agrarian networks of the pesantren-based 'ulnma'
and Saft brotherhoods, especially in |ava, took over the role of
Islamic teaching (Lombard, 1.996b: 1,24-48).
With the colonial-state's lack of interest in native education until
the first half of the century, traditional Islamic schoois remained
as the major educational institutions of the Netherlands East In-
dies. When the liberal economic forces necessitated more atten-
tion towards native education, the contradictory and discrimina-
tory colonial policies towards Islam as well as the distrust of the
santri (the devout Muslim) community towards western institu-
tions provided new rationales for the Islamic institutions to keep
growing.
Colonial-state policy towards Islamic education was ambigu-
ous. This reflected the tension between the Dutch desire to avoid
excessive involvement with native religious matters and the resi-
due of unpleasant encounters of Christian and Muslim in the past;
as well as the tension between a secular outlook and the will to
curtail potential Islamic threats by supporting Christian missions.
Such tensions pushed the politics of 'neutrality' towards Islam
onto shaky ground. In the very beginning Islam was misunder-
stood by the Dutch as having an ecclesiastical structure iike that of
Christianity, so that Muslim travel to the centre of the Islamic world
(Middle East) or even the spatial mobiiity of the religious teachers
within the country should be restricted to prevent vertical and
horizontal integration of what they called the Islamic priests. Thus,
in 7664 the VOC had already restricted the practice of ftnjj and in
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1810 Governor-General Herman Willem Daendels (1808-11) issued
a decree ordering the kyai (religious teachers) to have a passport
for travelling within the NEI (Suminto, 1.996: B: Dhofier, 7982: I0).
With the emergence of the serial native insurrections led by re-
turned hnji and 1ocal religious scholars, the restriction on the prac-
tice of fuajj and religious educational activities found a new ratio-
nale.
Initially, the colonial government attempted to be consistent
with their policy to ensure the Boemipoetera continued their own
traditional institutions. This, for instance, was refiected in Gover-
nor General G. A. G. Ph. van der Capellen's (7876-26) instruction
to the Residents in 1819 to investigate the possibility of improving
traditional native education. Unfortunately, this effort resuited in
no more than official reports on the state of the pesantrerz (Steen-
brink, 1.984: 759; 7986: 759).
When the liberal forces touched the educational sector, ].A. van
der Chijs, who was appointed the first colonial officer to develop
native education, conducted research in 7867 particularly in Mina-
hasa and Maluku. This research resulted in a policy that in Chris-
tian territories the government would gradually improve and pro-
mote Christian missionary schools by expanding the teaching of
"secular" subjects. In the Islamic territories, however, his fear
(mixed with disdain) towards Islam led to the decision that the
government would only promote the Dutch-type public schools
for the elite indigenous people in order to protect the Dutch from
what he called the 'Islamic volcano' (Steenbrink,1984: 760-7;
Soekadri, 7979:80).
Whilst the Christian schools became the springboard for the
development of public schools this was not the case for the tradi-
tional Islamic schools. In contrast to the policy of the British-Ma-
laya where the government decided to develop afternoon schools
for Qur'anic teaching (Roff , 7967: 26), the idea of developing Is-
lamic schools was rejected in the NEI. In 1888 the Dutch colonial
minister refused to subsidise Islamic schools because the Gover-
nor Generai did not want to spend state finances on developing
an education system that might ultimately challenge Dutch author-
ity (Steenbrink, 1986: 6-7). This policy of excluding the Islamic school
system was in fact a supplement to earlier favouritism with the
government schools' access allocation that gave priority to the
children of priyayi and non-Muslims rather than to devout Muslim
families.
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In the face of this policy, from the late 19ih century onward
there was a dual system of education in the NEI in which the Is-
lamic education system was separated from the Dutch education
system. And this was continued in post-colonial Indonesia, with a
"secular" education system under the Ministry of Education and
Culture and an Islamic education system under the Ministry of
Religious Affairs. Thus, the general education system in Indonesra
did not emerge as a result of its adaptation to traditional Islamic
education. On the contrary, the Islamic education system as it ap-
pears now is the resuit of a gradual transformation from a tradi-
tional system, in order to respond to challenges from the general
education system (Steenbrink, 7986: 7).
The exclusion of traditional Islamic schools by the colonial ed-
ucation system was reciprocated by the generai negative attitude
of the devout Muslim community towards Western institutions.
After a series of bloody native insurrections2l that involved 'ulnnrc'
and their disciples, the s{uttri community was forced to develop a
kind of "outsider" mentality, creating a symbolic boundary with
the life-world of what they called the 'white infidels'. A vivid
example of such a mindset was expressed by the dictum circulated
within the milieu of the Acehnese religious community: "Those
who write in the Latin alphabet will find their hand cut off the
day after, those who follow the Dutch way beiong to the infidels"
(Alfian, 1987:204).
Being obstructed from or reluctant to attend government
schools, the most feasible choice for devout Muslim families until
the late 19'h century was to attend historic traditional Islamic
schools. The number of such schools, based on the 1831 govern-
ment report on native educational institutions in ]ava, was around
1, 853 with about 76,556 students. According to Van der Chijs,
most of these schools, however, taught the students no more than
Qur'anic reading with only a small number of them learning Ara-
bic writing (Dhofier, 7982: 35). From 1873, the Office of Native
Educational Inspection (estabiished by I. a. Van der Chijs) pro-
duced annual reports on the number of Islamic schools and stu-
dents. Based on these reports the number of pesnntren was report-
ed as averaging around 20-25,000, while the number of students
was about 300,000. This figure, however, may be unreliable since
some regions did not report the number of teachers and students
for several years, while other regions repeatedly reported the same
figure for a number of years. Furthermore, the Dutch reports some-
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times described the activities of the Islamic schools as declining
and sometimes as increasing. These different conclusions were the
result of different objectives. The former conclusion was intended
to prove that the source of potential Islamic disobedience was suc-
cessfully under government controi, while the latter one was in-
tended to convince the central government of the continuing real-
ity of the Islamic threat (Steenbrink,1.984: 167).
Although the official statistics on the development of traditional
Islamic schoois are questionable it is safe to say that the schools
grew significantly throughout the century. This is especially true
considering that most of the outstanding pesnntrens that remain
today in East and Central Java were established in the 19'h centu-
ry. For example, pesnntren Termas in Pacitan (est. 1823); pesnntren
Jampes and Bendo in Kediri and Pelangitan in Babat (est. 1855);
pesnntren Tegalsari in Semarang (est. 7870); pesantren Tebuireng in
Jombang (est. 1899); as well as pesnntren Probolinggo, Bangkalan
(Madura), Siwalan Panji (Sidoarjo) and several other pesantrens in
Jombang such as Ngedang, Ketas, Tambak Beras, Den Anyar, Re-
joso, Peterongan, Sambong, Sukopuro, Watu Galuh were founded
in the 19'h century (Soekadri, 1.979: 79; Dhofier, 7982:2).
The growing number of traditional Islamic schools combined
with the maintenance of intellectual and emotional links between
teachers (kyni) andpupils (santri) as well as informal contacts among
teachers, snntri and pesnntt'en across regions, traditional Islamic
networks for the cultural containment of historical Islam emerged.
Thus, despite apparent colonial disclimination and restrictions on
Islamic teachings, in 1890 Snouck Hurgronje revealed information
on the continuing increase of the pesnntrcn (Benda, 1958: 27).If
twenty years later he celebrated early signs of Western schools
winning against their Islamic counterparts, he possibly underesti-
mated the ongoing transformation of the Islamic schools and Is-
lamic intellectuals in order to cope with the changing environment.
In addition to the development of the traditional schools, collrt-
affiliated Islamic learning and literature continued to survive. Al-
though the abolition of a number of sultanates such as Palembang
(1820), Banjarmasin (1860) and Aceh (after 1873) had constricted
the space for the deveiopment of Islamic learning and literature
within the milieu of the court, the remaining sultanates continued
to prodnce monumental achievements. To provide examples of
this achievement we may refer to what happened in the royal cap-
itals of Riau (Sumatra) and Surakarta (]ava). With the death of
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Raja Haji when fighting against the Dutch at Melaka in 7784, the
Bugis sultanate in Riau was revived by his descendants22 in the
tiny island of Penyengat and reached its golden age at the end of
the century, until its abolition in 1913. Towards the latter part of
the century the sultanate became a centre of Islamic scholarship in
the region, ruled by religious and learned sultans. During this
period an experiment was conducted, with the implementation of
al-Gazalt's description of the ideal ruler inNasthnt nl-Mtilak-which
idealised the interdependence of the sultan, the imam and the
'ulnma '. The influence of 'Islamic reformism' began to appear dur-
ing the reign of Raja Ali (7844-7857), as indicated by the strict
attitude of the sultanate towards the practice of Islam. The
Naqsybandiyyah tarTqah became popular with all princes interest-
ed in studying mysticism. Furthermore/ in the early 1880s an Is-
lamic study club, the RtLsydiynh CItLb, was estabiished, equipped
with library and printing press to print members' works and reli-
gious texts (Matheson, 7989). Last but not least, the manuscript-
based Islamic (inspired) literature patronised by the royal court
continued to flourish. The most influential man of letters in this
sultanate was Raja Ali Haji (1809-1870). Besides being a prolific
writer who wrote several books and treatises such as the well-
known TtLhfnt nl-Nnfts (1866) on the history of Riau and Thnnnrnt
nl-Muhinunah (7857) on the correct conduct of the ruler, he was
also highly regarded as a religious scholar, who actively recruited
Islamic teachers for Riau, as well as being an adviser for the royal
family on points of Islamic doctrine (Andaya & Matheson,7979:
772-3).
In Java, particularly in the royal capital of Surakarta, the ten-
dency to harmonise Islamic orthodoxy with traditional Javanese
mysticism in court-based literature, which had been the most im-
portant and popular theme since the time of Yasadipura I in the
1B'h century, continned at least until the early decades of the 19th
century. From the late 18th century, or the last years of the reign of
Pakubuwana III (r. 7749-88), awareness amongst the Javanese court-
poets of the decline of the Surakarta kingdom's power on the one
hand, and the growing influence of Musiim orthodoxy outside the
court on the other hand, brought about a particular literary genre
expressing the wiil to conciliate and harmonise the two conflicting
religious currents, as reflected in Sernt Cnbolek and Sernt Dezun RtLci
(Soebardi, 7971: 349).In the early decades of the 19tr' century this
tendency continued to dominate literary works such as rn Serat Centini
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(the book of Centini) written in 1815.23 According to Soebardi (797I:
347) , a long description of this book on pesantren education should
best be interpreted as "an indication of the intention of its authors
to stress the importance of the shart'at as prescribed by the holy-
book and the traditions of the prophet, for Shaikh Among Raga
was presented as a religious teacher who highly valued the slmrT'at."
In countering Th. Pigeaud and G. W. J. Drewes' thesis that the
Serot Ctttitti reflected the literary attachment to traditional |avanese
mysticism, Steenbrink argues that what they described as "inher-
ited religious concepts; time-honoured speculations, or tradition-
al Javanese mysticism are actually a resemblance of the Sr.7/i doc-
trines of ar-RanTri, Ibn'Arabr, al-|ilr and Shattdriyyahtarrqah" (Steen-
brink, 7984: 205). The last man of letters in this iiterary genre was
Raden Ngabei Ronggawarsita (1802-1873), the last great pujangga
(court poet) of the Surakarta royal capital. Among the works at-
tributed to him was the poem Wedlmtanu ('Exalted Wisdom') and
Serat Wirid Hidnynt lati (Book of the Rightly Guided Recitation of
God's Names), which teaches moral values in line with an attempt
to emphasise the compatibility of Islamic Sufism and Javanese
mysticism.
Beyond the milieu of the court, Islamic (inspired) literature2a
also sprang up in traditional Islamic schools and other new Islamic
centres of literary production. In |ava, examples of this were Srt-
luk WtLjil and Serst YtLsttf , which emerged in the countryside, whilst
in Sumatra and its surroundings it was represented by the grow-
ing number of hikaynt (folktales) and syair (verses). Thanks to the
help of the printing press, in the latter part of the century syair,
such as Syair Mekkah and Syair Hakiknf, became the most popular
form of literature in ihe region (Day,1983:754-7; Proudfoot, 1993:
2B-9).
Apart from the development of Islamic teaching and literature
in the archipelago, learning in the Middle East, particularly at the
Haramayn (Mecca and Medina), was still considered by many de-
vout Musiim families to be the best way of achieving high qtrali-
fications in Isiamic studies. Among the Muslim community of the
NEI there was a perception that however capable one might be in
religious knowledge, without having studied for some years in
the Haramayn one could only be regarded as teacher without an
atrthorised iicense (Seokadri, 7979: 33).
This perception seemed to be in tune with the worldwide Mus-
lim tradition of knowledge transmission across generations. Per-
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son to person transmission was at the heart of the transmission of
Islamic knowledge. Muslim scholars all over the world traveiled
from one centre of learning to another, with the Haramayn was
the most desired final destination, to receive in person the reliable
transmission of knowledge (A2ra,7994; Proudfoot, 1.997: 767-8).
The influx of East Indies students into the Haramayn that had
been taking place since at least the 1500s continued to increase in
accordance with the growing numbers of those undertaking the pil-
grimage. For the lazuah (al1 people of the Malay race) of the time, the
pilgrimage to Mecca was intended not merely in order to visit the
Holy City and the holy tombs but more importantly to rectify reli-
gious practices and knowledge. As C. Snouck Hurgronje's obserwed
(7937: 220), "Older lawah, who settle here either for life or for some
years, wish to devote their last days to religious practices on the pure
soil: younger ones devote themselves to reiigious studies."
With the conspicuous involvement of l:tajTs in a series of native
insurrections throughout the century, the colonial government in
7925, 1.937 and 1959 issued various resolutions (ordonnnntie) in-
tended both to restrict the pilgrimage and to monitor the activi-
ties of the returned ftajt (Dhofier, 1.982: 17-2; Suminto, 1.996: 70).
These restrictions, however, did not discourage the Muslim de-
sire to perform the ftajj. Although impeded in their homeland, they
were able to avoid these regulations by travelling to Singapore
where British requirements were less stringent (Roff, 7967: 38).
There were at least two reasons for increasing the nttmbers of
those undertaking pilgrimage to Mecca. Technologically speaking,
the introduction of the steamships in the previous decades, the
opening of the Suez Canal in 7869, and the operation of profit-
oriented private shipping companies assisted the pilgrim traffic.
Psychologicaily, the deterioration of East Indies social life and the
tightening control over religious activities following a series of
native insurrections provided the impetus for the religious reviv-
al. As Sartono Kartodirdjo observed (7966: 747):
"For several decades a large part of Jar a rr'as swept by a religious
revival that demonstrated a tremendous increase in religious activities,
such as the observance of daily prayers, undertaking pilgrimages, furnish-
ing traditional Muslim education for the young, establishing branches of
tareqats, the widespread distribution of sermons, etc."
The religious revival, along with the growing Muslim aware-
ness about the potential shortage of 'ulnma ' as many of them had
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been killed in wars, provided additional motivation for wealthy
religious families to send their sons to the centre of Islamic learn-
ing in the Middle East (Abaza, \999: xvii-xviii). These factors led
to the considerable increase in the number of pilgrims in the last
decades of the century. While in the 1850s and 1860s, an average
of approximately 1600 East Indies pilgrims travelled annually to
Mecca, the number increased to 2600 in 1870s, jumped to 4600 in
the 1880s, and reached over 7000 at the end of the century (Rick-
lefs, 1993: 130).
With the influx of the islands' pilgrims to Mecca, the lduah coI-
ony (Asfuab al-laruiyyTn) at the end of the century was the biggest
and most active one in Mecca (Roff, 7970: 772).In the view of
Hurgronje who stayed in Mecca in 7884/5:
"There is scarcely any part of the Moslim world where the proportion
between the number of the population and the yearly pilgrimages is as
favourable to Mekka, as in the Malay Archipelago" (7931.:217).
In addition to the significant number of people, Hurgronje added
(7937:286), "the considerable number of Malay books printed from
1884 till now in Mekka bears witness to the importance of the
lawnh element in the Holy City."
The Islands of java, Sumatra, Borneo and Moluccas were the
most important sources of pilgrim traffic. Sumatra and the prov-
ince of Banten (West Java), the regions that had been extensively
pounded by the wave of wars and religious revival, delivered the
largest percentage of pilgrims and students (Hurgronje, 7937: 229,
268-289).
The convergence of the diverse ldruah people in the colony cre-
ated a collective identity and consciousness of the unity of their
Islamised race. This consciousness formed a sort of 'epistemic com-
mtrnity' centred on outstanding 'ulama 'whose reputation was rec-
ognized even by the local Arabs. Along with acting as religious
counsellors for their fellow compatriots these 'ulama'produced
religious works in both Arabic and Malay that became the main
reference for Islamic thought in the archipelago (Roff,7970:172).
Snouck Hurgronje (7937:291) depicted this eloquently:
"All other considerations as to consequences arising from the Hajj sink
in comparison with the blooming /azoah colony in Mecca; here lies the heart
of religious life of the East-Indian Archipelago, and numerous arteries pump
from thence fresh blood in ever accelerating tempo to the entire body of
the Moslim populace of Indonesia".
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Until the late 19'h century the dominant ideology of the inter-
national 'ulama'networks in the Haramayn was "Islamic Reform-
ism". This ideology originated with the seventeenth and eighteenth
century 'ulama'and Sufrs who led the Muslim response to the so-
cial crisis in the Muslim world. Beginning in Arabia and Cairo and
then spreading out to other parts of the Muslim territories, infor-
rnal 'ulama' and $nft study groups espoused a reorganisation of
Muslim communities and the reform of individual behaviour in
terms of fundamental religious principles. This reform, as depict-
ed by Ira M. Lapidus (7995:563), called for "a purified version of
Islamic belief and practice based on the study of the Qur6n, hadtth,
and law combined with $nft asceticism." In this regard, these re-
formers idealised the Prophet Muhammad as the perfect exempla-
ry centre. As such they sought to "abolish saint worship and the
more florid religious cults and ceremonies, and to dispel supersti-
tious or magical beliefs and practice," while also opposing the ten-
dency of native rulers of Muslim countries to collaborate with co-
lonial infidels. The most radical version of this Islamic reformism
was the Wahhabiyyah movement founded by Muhammad b. Abd
al-Wahhab (7703-92), which assumed control over Mecca early in
1803. This movement inspired segments of the East Indies 'tLlama'
to apply a similar project in the region. It is said that elements of
Wahhabiyyah teachings influenced a segment of tlne 'ulanta'in West
Sumatra, which resulted in religious conflicts between the reform-
ist and conservative 'ulama) eventuating in the Padri War (1'821-
1,827). Beyond the Wahhabl influence, the wave of Islamic reform-
ism that reached the archipelago provided the impetus for reli-
gious revival, as reflected in the shift of the tartqnh (mystical broth-
erhood) adherents from the ecstatic Shattdriyyah to the more
sharr'sh-frtendly Naqsybandiyyah and Qadiriyyah, and in the emer-
gence of religio-political insurrections throughout the 19'h centu-
ry.
As part of the network of the Islamic epistemic community in
the Haramayn, the East Indies 'ulama ' at the lazunh colony could
not escape from the dominant ideology of the time. In continuing
the trajectory of the 'ulamd'networks of the previous centuries,
the East Indies 'ulann'who were important figures in the Hara-
mayn in this century were, among others, Shaikh Muhammad Ar-
syad al-Banjari (1710-1812), Shaikh Muhammad al-Nawawi al-Ban-
tani (1815-98), and Shaikh Ahmad Khatib (1860-1916).2s The influ-
ence of Islamic reformism is indicated by al-Banjari's correction of
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the qiblat (direction of prayer) in several Jakarta mosques and his
rejection of the teaching of ruihdat nl-wujad (pantheism), practised
by a particular lnrlqah ($aft brotherhood) in Banjarmasin26 (Steen-
brink, 1.984: 95-6). This was even clearer in the works and political
attitude of al-Nawawi and Khatib.
Al-Nawawi's reputation as a doctor of divinity derived from
his monumental work on the principal Shafi'rte manual of Law.
Born in Banten as the son of a district-penghuhL, Omar ibn Arabi,
he made the pilgrimage (with his other two brothers, Tamim and
Ahmad) whilst quite young, after which he remained in Mecca for
about three years. Shortly after he retuned home with rich "scien-
tific" booty, he decided to return to the Holy City and to stay
there permanently. His first teachers in Mecca were the leading
Itizuah 'ulama 'from the previous generation, notably Khatib Sam-
bas and Andulghani Bima, and then his real teachers were the
Egyptian Yusuf Sumbulawdnr, Nahrdwl and Abd al-Hamrd
Daghestdnl (Hurgronje, 793I: 268-9).
During his life in Mecca he wrote no fewer than 20 learned
Arabic works.27 Some of his early works were pubiished in the
Cairo press, but he published most of his works in the newly es-
tablished Meccan press that emerged in the last decade of the cen-
tury (Hurgronje, 1931: 271).In the view of Hurgronje (7937: 270):
"lJnder his inspiration, more and more Sundanese, ]avanese, and
Malays turn to the thorough study of Islam, and the politico-reli-
gious ideals of Islam gain, in their most highly developed form,
increased circulation." Although he concentrated of literary works,
he did not forget to express his anti-colonial sentiments. Hurgronje
had something more to say on this subject: "The resurrection of
the Banten sultanate, or of an independent Moslim state, in any
other form, would be acclaimed by him joyously."
While Nawawi was celebrated for his erudition in religious
knowledge, Shaikh Ahmad Khatib (7860-7976) deserves attention
for his critical role as a "progenitor" of the upcoming generation
of East Indies 'ulama'. Born in Kota Gedang, West Sumatra, his
father (Abdul Latif Khatib) was a descendant of the aristocratic
family whose occupation was Djnksn Kepala (chief of native legal
official) of Padang, while his mother was the daughter of a well-
known reformist 'ulnma'of the Padri group, Tuanku nan Renceh
(Steenbrink, L984: 139). Born into an aristocratic family, the little
Ahmad Khatib was able to attend the Dutch-sponsored primary
school and then the native teacher-training school (most likely
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unfinished) in Bukittinggi (Noer, 1980: 38). His stronger interest
in Islamic studies, however, brought him to Mecca to study and
then teach Islam there. Next, as a result of his marriage to the
daughter of an influential and rich Arab merchant he was appoint-
ed as a religious leader and held the office of Shafi'r Imam at the
Masjidil Flaram (Abdullah, 1.971.:7; Roff, 1.967: 60).
During his life in Mecca he wrote some forty-nine books partly
published in the Cairo press, particulariy in his field of expertise,
astronomy (Abdullah, ibid).28 Under the influence of the ideoiogy
of 'Islamic reformism' he, along with al-Nawawi and other fellow
'tilama', resited colonialism. He frequently depicted the Dutch as
infidels who had poisoned Islam in the heart of its believers. In
his view the relationship with the infidel colonials was the main
reason for the waning Isiamic spirit (Steenbrink, 1984: 1.46-7). F{is
major contribution to the lazunh epistemic community, however,
lay in his position as the last great East Indies 'ulama 'in the hara-
main from whom East Indian students from diverse socio-reli-
gious backgrounds and territories learned the dominant discourse
and ideology of the previous generations of international 'ulama'
networks in the haramain.
As the "1ast man standing" he functioned as a bridge between
the old and new intellectual discourse, between so-called 'Islamic
reformism' and 'Islamic modernism' (I will return to this point
below). On the one hand, he was critical of the practice of cultic
Sufism and what he perceived to be the distortion of Islam by
local customs (ndqt). On the other hand, he allowed his students to
read the works of an outstanding Egyptian reformist-modernist
'ularna', Muhammad 'Abduh (1849-1905), in order not to foliow,
but to reject his idea of blending Islamic reformism and modern-
ism-though this permission had the reverse impact and they were
in fact influenced by 'Abduh. In such a liminal position he was
able to perform as guru for both the upcoming generation of the
reformist-modernist'ulama' and the older conservative-tradition-
aiist one. This is especially true when considering that several fa-
mous East Indies reformist-modernist 'uloma.' of the twentieth
century such as Mohd. Tahir b. Djalaluddin (the most notable ed-
itor of the celebrated reformist-modernist journal, Al-Imnnt), M.
Djamil Djambek, Abdullah Ahmad, Abdul Karim Amrullah (Haji
Rasul) and H. M. Thaib lJmar (pioneers of the reformed schools in
West Sumatra), Agus Salim (a central figure of Sarekat Islam and
the forefather of Musiim inteliigentsia movements), and Kyai Haji
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Ahmad Dahlan (founder of the MtLhammadiyah refotmist-modern-
ist association) of Yogyakarta; as weil as the influential conserva-
tive-traditionalist 'ulama'such as Shaikh Sulaiman al-Rasuli of West
Sumatra and even Kiyai Haji Hasyim Asy'ari (founder of the Nah-
dlatul Uiama conservative-traditionalist association) of East Java,
were among his former students in the late 19'h and early 20'h
century (Noer, 1.980: 39).2e
In addition to the endurance of the traditional Islamic schools
and literature as well as the growing number of pilgrims and stu-
dents in the Haramayn, the Muslim adoption of the printing press
both in the archipelago and in other parts of the Muslim World
was also responsible for the development of Islam, particularly in
terms of the increasing circulation of religious books throughout
the archipelago. The aforementioned rudimentary printing aciivi-
ties of the missionaries and the VOC that emerged in the 17th cen-
tury became more significant in the early 1,9'h century as the Chris-
tian missions set up printing presses in Melaka, Penang, Singapore,
Batavia, Bengknlu, Ambon and Kupang, along with the rise of
privately owned printing presses and the emergence of privately
printed newspapers. Triggered by this development and similar
circumstances in other parts of the Muslim World, Muslim print-
ing began to appear in the archipelago aror-rnd the middle of the
century.
At the outset, Muslim printing in the archipelago used the new
lithographic printing, which resembled the successful technique
used first in India and then in the Middle East (Proudfoot,7997).
In the early stages, the Muslim preference for lithography was
based on the consideration that this technique could preserve the
graceful (Arabic) script and style of the Muslim manttscript tradi-
tion. The first Indo-Malay Muslim book printed using thrs tech-
nique was a beautiful edition of the Qur'dn published in Palem-
bang in 1848, possibly followed by the publication of the kitab
Sharf al-AnaLll (The Best of Men), the Maiay version of a well-loved
text in praise of the prophet Muhammad, in Surabaya in 1853.
Thenceforth, Muslim publishers expanded their activities to mass-
produce books of religious knowledge (kltab) and other literature
such as hiknynt (folktales) and syair (verses) published by personal
cottage industries. Several other Muslim religious texts were print-
ed in |ava during the late 1850s and early 1860s, but the most
important developments in Muslim printing for the rest of the cen-
tury took place in Singapore, which since the 1860s had emerged
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as the centre of the region's Muslim publishing activities and the
first centre of Malay-language Muslim printing anywhere in the
world.30 Outside the archipelago, beginning in the 1880s, Malay-
language Islamic literature was also published in other Muslim
lands such as in Bombay, Cairo and Mecca (Proudfoot, 7993: 27;
7998: 46).
Meanwhile, following the trajectory of Indian Muslim printing,
which had adopted lithography since at least early in the century,
by mid-century printing activities using the same technique in Cairo
and Istanbul had emerged, followed by others in Mecca, notably
after 1BB3 (Proudfoot, 1997: 163-82). This deveiopment contribut-
ed to the considerable reproduction of the o1d religious manu-
scripts and the multiplication of new religious works, which with
the opening of the Suez Canal in the 1869 enabled a growing influx
of reiigious books into the archipelago.
On the "Islamic" Ruptures
Not with standing the continuous efficacy of historical Isiam, the
pounding waves of colonialism cum capitalism that increasingly
overwhelmed the archipelago and other parts of the Muslim World
brought about a number of ruptures in Islamic development. These
ruptures undermined the foundations of the global Islamic soli-
darity and the role of traditional Islamic institutions, but also pro-
vided alternatives for creating a new face of Islam.
First of all, with control of the Indian Ocean trade passing from
the Musiim empires (Ottoman, Mughal and Safavid) and Arabic
speakers to European powerhouses and speakers, the Arabic lan-
guage underwent a gradual demotion from its former position as
a lingua franca, at least among the clerisy along the Indian Ocean,
to become a purely religious language. The fall of Arabic as the
language of the international Islamic community led to the ver-
nacularisation of the symbolic universe of the archipelago's cleri-
sy. Therr interaction with other Muslims, even in Mecca, was now
largely restricted to those who spoke Malay. As the giobal lan-
gllage of the Islamic community withered away the image of the
tunmah as a binding universal solidarity of all those who accepted
the wili of God as expressed in shnrt'nh (the holy law) was, to
borrow Anderson's words, " gradually fragmented, pluralized, and
territorialized" (Anderson, 1991: 19; |ones, 7984).
Next, the deepening penetration of capitalism under the Liber-
al economic forces that reached the archipeiago around the mid-
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dle of the century brought with it an influx of foreign newcomers
to the islands. The arrival of these strangers, notably the Chinese
and Europeans,3l had a significant impact on the development of
vernacular language. The most salient impact was the growing
popuiarisation of 'pidgin' (bazaar or low) Malay, which slowly be-
came the first-learnt tongue of the growing number of inhabitants
in the coastal cities of the archipelago (Maier,1993: 47).In 1858 a
well-known Indo-MalayanliternttLs, Raja Ali Haji, commented crit-
ically in the draft of the Kitnb PengetahtLan Bahnsn (Book of Linguis-
tic Knowledge) upon the ways in which Malay life was changing:
values were endangered by outside forces, customs were decay-
ing, and language was becoming debased with the increasing prev-
alence of bazaar usage (Andaya and Matheson 1'979: 110; Roff,
7967:47).In his view, this was a dangerous situation, for the ne-
glect of language would lead to the neglect of established tradi-
tions, which would inevitably destroy "the arrangement of the
world and the kingdom, kerajnan" (Matheson, 7986:6).
Such a complaint was not surprising, as in Indo-Malaya, as else-
where, the language as noted by Roff had a "peculiarly intimate
relationship with cultural identity, both as the most expressive
vehicle for a society's beliefs, values, and sentiments-for rts in-
nermost spirit-and as a means of self-recognition" (1967: 46-7).
For the Muslims of "the land below wind", high Malay had been
the vehicle particularly for religious and philosophical, as well as
historical and romantic, literature. It was partly in this language
that the great Sumatran mystics of the late 16'h and 17th centuries,
such as Hamzah Fansuri, Shamsuddin al-Sumatrani, and Abdur-
rauf al-Sinkili and the Guierat-born Nuruddin al-Raniri, wrote
manuscripts for the benefit, said Hamzah, "of those without knowi-
edge of Arabic and Persian" (Roff, 7967: 43; Azta,7994).
The proliferation of bazaar Malay was eventually reinforced
by the introduction of print-capitalism. Printing, as noticed by
Lucien Febre and Henri-Jean Martrn (7997: 379-32), tended io
favour the development of literature written in the vernacular'
With the emergence of the capitalist-driven printing press along
with vernacular newspapers and periodicals in the second half of
the century,bazaar Malay became widely used as the language of
journalism and literature. This in turn enhanced the status of the
language as a lingua franca of the archipelago.
The print technology brought with it a further social implica-
tion. With the arrival of the printing press there was a shift from
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manual to mechanical book reproduction that inescapably entailed
a change in what Terry Eagleton called (1976: 45) "the literary
mode of production", followed by a change in the social position
of the literati and in the social consciousness of society.
In the manuscript mode of production, book copying was cost-
ly, labour intensive and scarce. In such a situation, it was difficult
for the author to make a living in the market by selling his books
to a larger audience. This meant that manuscript reproduction
could only be afforded by a handfuT of literatl from the (devout)
wealthy families, mostly under the patronage of the royal famiiy
or feudal lords. Of course, there was a market for and or commer-
cialisation of manuscripts. Such a market-based relation, howev-
er, remained marginal to the primary relationship between writer
and patron. Thus, in the manuscript mode of production concern
for the welfare of poets and writers never went beyond the insti-
tution of patronage (Milner, 1996:96: Auerbach; 7965: 242).In the
traditional Islamic polity this explained the symbolic mutualism
between the sultan and the Islamic clerisy. The sultan benefited
from the religious legitimacy of the clerisy, while tlne clerisy ac-
quired royal patronage for their welfare and works. With the in-
troduction of the printing press (firstly lithography and then ty-
pography), book reproductions became easier, cheaper and abun-
dant. Outside the court there now emerged alternative power cen-
tres for supporting the reproduction of books. Apart from the
presence of coionial masters as new possible patrons, the most
powerful supporting agents were now printing press owners, as
mediators between writer and reader, through whom the authors
could obtain a guarantee of possible commodity exchange for their
work. Under the new mode of production the patronage system
was drawn into the commodity relations that brought about his-
torically unprecedented forms of highly individuaiised literary
production and consumption. This resulted in the gradual disjunc-
tion of the Islamic literati from the traditional ruling class.
Changes in the literary mode of production also changed the
social position of the literati. The traditional literati derived much
of their aesthetic power from the scarcity and tiniqueness of the
manuscript. This scarcity entailed a social perception of the au-
thenticity and authority of the manuscript, which in its association
with the divine message of the text gave this traditional literary
work a sort of sacred 'aura' (Benjamin, 7973: 225). This aura in
turn bestowed a special privilege on the few people who had ac-
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cess to the manuscript, which enabled the old religious clerisy to
command high social prestige. As Walter Benjamin observed (7973:
223), it is this aura that "withers in the age of mechanical repro-
duction." This aura was possibly still sustained in the lithographic
book production since it was mostly based on the reproduction of
the old religious manuscripts. Yet the multiplication of books in
circulation with the help of lithography caused the decentralisa-
tion of knowledge possession. This in turn led to the gradual cle-
motion of both the sacredness of the manuscript and the aura of
the traditional clerisy, particularly in the eyes of the literate com-
munity.
This challenge of mechanical reproduction became even more
serious with the Muslim adoption of typographic printing from
the 1890s onward, following earlier uses of the technique by gov-
ernment agencies and private producers of newspapers and peri-
odicals. With the capital costs for typographic equipment being
higher than for lithographic equipment, the economic and mana-
gerial pattern of this technique was underpinned by formal busi-
ness enterprises rather than personally conducted cottage indus-
tries. With new techniques and management, the scale and speed
of book reproduction was simply incommensurable. This in turn
changed the nature of literary production. Since the lithographed
books were mostly reproductions of old manuscripts, lithograph-
ic materials mostly dealt with traditional subjects and histories.
By contrast, to optimise the capacity and speed of the machine,
typographic printing inescapably had to handle contemporary
works, particularly works related to recent history and local events
(Proudfoot, 7993: 46-54). Furthermore, the use of Arabic script in
lithography was soon challenged by the dominant use of Roman
script in typographical production, although for some fifty years
Arabic and Latin characters continued to be used side by side.
Ali of these phenomena not only contributed to an explosion in
the amount of reading material, but also seriously challenged the
status of traditionai subjects and knowledge, which had a subver-
sive effect on the previous social prestige of the traditional clerisy.
After all, the rapid increase in the amount of printed materials
was conducive to both promoting the literacy rate and, more im-
portantly, to increasing the number of equal "citizens" in the 'Re-
public of Letters' tRespttblicn Iilleraria). This in tr.rrn significantly
changed both the social status of the traditional religious clerisy
and the religious consciousness of the society.
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Furthermore, with the incorporation of the traditional ruling
class (the priyayi) into the Dutch civil service administration, nota-
bly in the latter part of the century, the Dutch colonial system
created a state as an administrative unity for the separate islands
and kingdoms, so that political and Islamic authority gradually
became separate. The detachment of Islam from the native ruling
class undermined the traditional cultural links between the reli-
gious clerisy and the priynyi. This had a severe impact on the devel-
opment of the "Islamic" (inspired) literature and the clerisy. Std-
ney Jones (L984:5) puts this succinctly:
The Dutch refusal to accord Islam even a symbolic place in the colonial
government was reflected in the deterioration of relations between the
religious elite and ihe indigenous Javanese political elite through whom
the Dutch ruled. Fear of organized Islam made colonial authorities unwill-
ing trr give even lhe symbols of tradition.rl power t(r aristocrats or priynyi
with strongly Muslim sympathies.. .The prit1nt1i... devoted more and more
of their time to the refinement of arts and language, developing the artifi-
cia1, flowery, and excessively Sanskritized high-status krnnn inggil and turn-
ing to pre-Islamic themes for dance and drama. The gap between political
and religious elites thus increased as nec-rclassical Javanese culture flour-
ished. The gap was widened even further by the emergence of a compet-
ing schooi system to that of the tradltlonal religious teachers, tlne kyni, in
their rural ptslntretl. Until the appearance of Dutch schools designed to
train some of the aristocracy for civil service careers, Javanese princes and
sons of Muslim traders aiike had been sent to pesntttrert, and if the educa-
tion they received more resembled initiati,rn intt' mystic secrets than in-
struction in Islamic legal principles, its authenttcity as Islnnic education was
not questioned by either group. By drawing the pritlnyi sons out of the
Ttcsnrttrett, the Dutch schools removed one important cultural link between
sarrtri and priynyi.
In the literary field, the detachment of islam from the native
ruling class destroyed former literary efforts to harmonise Islamic
orthodoxy with Javanese mysticism. This was especially true with
the post-|ava war appearance of SultLk Gntoloco (Hymn of Gatolo-
co, written around 1830) and Serat DnrntngandlnLl (possibly writ-
ten after 7879).32 In the formet, the Prophet Mohammad and vari-
ous Islamic terminoiogies are depicted in derogatory terms33 and
it includes a severe criticism of Islamic shnrT'nh and an anti-Islamic
interpretation of Javanese history. In the latter, the court's benign
attitude towards Islamic orthodoxy, as reflected in Sernt Cabolek
and Centini, was converted into anti-Islamic orthodoxy, followed
by the identification of "Javanism" with Westernisation. In so
doing, the javanese order joined the Dutch colonial order in op-
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posing the influence of Islam. The story of the Islamic conquest of
Majapahit, which is recounted in detail in the book DarmagandhLLl,
is a parable of the new current of anli-santri-isrn (Day, L983: 747).
Alongside the breakdown of the cultural links between the re-
ligious clerisy and the priynyi, the coloniai administration attempt-
ed to expand the secular polity at the expense of religious author-
ity. This entailed not only transferring major areas of social life
from religious regulation to the jurisdiction of the state, but also
the subordination of the Islamic court to the secularised civil sys-
tem. By the early seventeenth century, the major Islamic states in
the archipelago had established regular institutions for the imple-
mentation of Islamic law (Reid, 7993: 782-84). The chief Islamic
judge was appointed by the Sultan from at least the beginning of
the century until the office was abolished with the consolidation
of Dutch control over the area in the middle of the nineteenth
century (Van Bruinessen, 1.995 768-72). In the areas still under
Muslim rule shnrt'ah remained basically unchallenged up until the
middle of the nineteenth century (Smith, 7970: 102). The Dutch's
encroachment on these areas in the following centuries, however,
gradually eroded the jurisdiction of sharT'al't. From that time on,
criminal and commercial law became almost wholly secularised,
while family law remained relatively "Isiamic." The reason may
be correctly given by I X. D. Anderson (1959: 90). "It is the family
law that has always represented the very hearth of the shart'ah,
for it is this part of the law that is regarded by Muslims as enter-
ing into the very warp and woof of their religion." The govern-
ment made special arrangements to interfere in religious courts in
matters that remained under the jurisdiction of religious reguia-
tion. As early as the 1830s the Dutch issued a regulation that deci-
sions in Islamic courts had to be ratified by a civil court in order to
be enforceable. Furthermore, a Dutch Royal Decree was issued in
1882 to grant the government control over the Islamic Cor-rrts by
setting up a system of Islamic tribunals called "Priests Councils"
(priesterraderz)3a alongside the existing ordinary courts in ]ava and
Madura (Cammack, 1.997: L44 45).
The secularisation of law is at the very heart of secularisation
in the Muslim World. In Islam, as an "organic religious system",3s
in which ecciesiastical organisation is relatively underdeveloped,
the primary collective expression of religion is found in societal
strtrctures (shnrl'nh) that regulate the entire society. Thus, the sec-
ularisation of the East Indies legal system certainly had a pro-
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found impact on the very foundation of Islamic society, as well as
on the performance of the East Indies clerisy and polity.
Last but not least, a further challenge for historical Isiam came
from the internal conversion and transformation within the inter-
nationai 'r.Llann 'networks that caused rifts within the santri com-
munity itself. This transformation reflected the determination of
the younger generation of the Islamic clerisy to survive in the face
of the "alterr" and "harmful" colonised world.
As the Islamic khrlafah of the Ottoman Empire withered and the
Muslim world became more territorialised, the superimposition
of western civilisation through colonialism, missionaries, and dip-
lomatic, commercial, and educational institutions infused new ide-
als and a new exemplary centre into the heart of particular seg-
ments of the Muslim clerisy. This ied to a paradigm shift in the
thinking of the new generation of educated Muslims. Being trained
or highly exposed to the Western style of education or the import-
ed body of the Western ideas, many of this new group of educat-
ed Muslims favoured the paradigm of "Islamic modernism" or
even "secular nationalism" when imagining the future of the Is-
lamic world.
Islamic modernism, which was first espoused by the Young
Ottomans in the 1860s and 1870s and spread to other parts of the
Muslim world, had a significant impact on centres of Islamic learn-
ing. While committed to the principles of Islam, this young Otto-
man group calied r-rpon the endangered Ottoman regime to trans-
form itself into a constitutional government imitating European
forms of the state and civilisation. A similar response came from
India. A modern Indian Musiim thinker, Sayyid Ahmad Khan, ar-
gued that for Indian Muslims to survive under British rule they
required new approaches in the educational field in order to pro-
duce a new generation of Muslim leaders, who, while remaining
loyal to the principies of Islam, could also adapt themselves to the
political and scientific culture of the modern world. In short, "Is-
lamic modernism" was the ideology of new elites in the Muslim
world who were concerned with the restoration of the state and
society through the adoption of modern methods, scientific and
technological development, while still maintaining Islam as the
ctrlturai basis of power and society (Lapidus, 7995:557-67).
Thus, islamic modernism is different in some ways from Islam-
ic reformism. Islamic reformism was the 'ulnma 'project that orig-
inated in the 17tr' century in an effort to reorganise Muslim com-
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munities and reform individual behaviour. This project was based
on the purification of Islamic belief and practice through the re-
turn to the perceived authentic source of Islamic orthodoxy (Qur'an
and hadrth) with a strong tendency to reject western cuiture. on
the other hand, 'Islamic modernism' was the project of the new
western-influenced Islamic generation, to adapt themselves to
modern civilisation while remaining loyal to Islamic cultr-rre. In
other words, Islamic modernism was a liminal space in between
'Islamism' and 'secularism', which might return to the former or
transform even further into the latter, such as was the case in Tur-
key under the Yor_rng Turks, or continue to take a moderate posi-
tion. In the NEI during the colonial period, as will be discussed
later, as the Dutch attempted to detach the ruling class from Is-
lamic influence, the Dutch education system that favoured this class
transformed the Indies' elite into a (moderately) secularised intel-
ligentsia. consequently, there were only few a western-educated
people who favoured 'Islamic modernism''
- 
In Egypt, Islamic modernism took a different turn in the hands
of a new generation of al-Azhar-based 'ulnma'' For a new genera-
tion of al-Azhar 'tLlann' there were at least two reasons for an
idiosyncratic approach in handling this issue. On the one hand,
the ancient aI-Azhar Academy in Cairo continued to be a presti-
gious learning centre for local and foreign students seeking to ac-
quire Islamic religrous scholarship. In this regard, the 'ulann', as
the vanguard of Islamic scholarship, had a sort of obligation to
maintain Islamic stability. on the other hand, the strengthening
imposition of western civilisation, particularly after the country
came under British occupation from 1882 onward, inspired sever-
al new 'ulantA ' to take a strategic approach in order to better deal
with the challenges of the modern world (Landau, 1'994:722)' To
come to terms with this challenge they advocated ihe synthesis of
the ideology of 'Islamic reformism' of the former generation of
'tilama'and the 'Islamic modernism' of the new modern educated
people. The result of this combination was the hybrid 'Islamic re-
formist-modernist' concept of the Islamic movement'
This movement was inspired by the teachings of a distinguished
nomadic Islamic thinker, jamal al-Drn al-Afganr (1'839-97), wh'o
resided in Egypt in the 1870s (just before he started his Pan-Islam-
ic activity). Born in Asadabad (Iran) - though he later claimed to
be an Afghan in order to ensure a favourable reception among
sunnT Muslims - his religio-political career urged him to travel
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across Islamic countries and Europe, stretching from Iran, Afghan-
istan, India, H1jaz, Egypt, Turkey, France, England and Russia,
until he died in Istanbul in 1,897. His major concern was to rewind
the ongoing Islamic paralysis and fragmentation and return to the
true glory of Islam. In his view, in order to restore the glory of
Islam it was important to awaken Muslims' consciousness of the
threat of European domination. This was to be done through the
infusion of Islamic anti-imperialist doctrine, oriented towards re-
viving national pride and mobilising Muslim people to resist both
Western interference and Muslim rulers who supported this colo-
nial encroachment. To achieve this goal the reform of corrupt
Muslim societies and turning Muslims into scientific and techni-
cally competent modern peopie was essential. The reform Muslim
societies necessitated the reform of islamic belief and practice, as
for him religion was the moral basis of technical and scientific
achievement as well as of political solidarity and power. He be-
lieved that Islam was quintessentialiy suited to serve as the basis
of a modern scientific society, as it had once been the basis of
medieval Islamic glory, as long as Muslims could employ a ratio-
nal interpretation of the scriptures. These efforts, in his view,
should be grounded in the spirit of Islamic solidarity, as the only
way to respond properly to European encroachment and the new
Christian Crusades was to link the local resistance in Musiim coun-
tries into an international all-Muslim union (Lapidus, 1995:578,
620; Landau, 1994: 73-5).
Because of his erudition, writing ability, and charismatic ora-
tory, he earned many admirers, some of whom considered them-
selves to be his disciples who continued to spread his message.
Amongst his famous disciples was an Egyptian Islamic scholar,
Muhammad 'Abduh (7849-1905). He was born into an educated
family and was schooled at al-Azhar when he eventually encoun-
tered al-Afganl who often visited the university during the 1870s.
Due to his involvement in the Urabi revolt of 1881, he was exiled
to France in 1882. It was during his exile that he joined al-Afganl
in Paris to publish a monumental magaztne, al-'Urzuah al-Wuthqa
(the Strong Tie), which would become the cornerstone of the pro-
paganda for the so-called Pan-Islamic movement.
Although the term Pan-Islam was of non-Muslim origin,36 the
idea of (international) Islamic unity had been circulated among a
secret society of Young Ottomans established in 1865, which em-
ployed the term lttihad-i Islam (TJmon of Islam) in the late 1860s.
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This term was then generally rendered as Wahdat al-Isldm (or nl-
Wahdah nl-lslamiyyah) in Arabic, and later as Idmi nt al-Islam, which
all mean Islamic unity or Isiamic union. Al-'Urzunh al-Wuthqd was
responsible for the early use of this Arabic terms ln one of ihe
magazine articles published and edited by al-Afgant and 'Abduh
in 1884 at the very time when the term Pan-Islam was increasingly
employed by Gabriel Charmes and others in France (Landau, 1994:
2-4).
Henceforth, the idea of a Pan-Islamic movement became an
embodiment of al-Afganl's former dream of Islamic solidarity' In
the eyes of al-Afganr, Pan-Islam and Nationalism could be mutual-
ly complementary in their 'liberationist' aspect. The grand plan of
Pan-Islamic politics in the long run was the establishment of a
Muslim bloc in the form of a confederation of semi-autonomous
Muslim states, with the Ottoman Sultan as their suzerain. In the
short term, however, priority was supposed to be placed on the
immediate task of resistance to foreign aggression. Efforts would
be made to institute study circles near mosques or religious schools
as catalysts for mobilising public opinion and iinking Pan-Islamic
networks. In this respect, 'Abduh complained that the practice of
the pilgrimage was increasingly intended solely for religious ends
and had lost its power as the medium for igniting the spirit of
Islamic solidarity (Landau, 13-26).
Both al-Afgdnr and 'Abduh agreed that the primacy purpose of
the Islamic movement was political revival. To attain this objec-
tive, however, the former emphasised the pragmatic need for po-
litical alliance, whilst the latter emphasised educational, iegal, and
spiritual reform. 'Abduh seemed to realise that a united Muslim
state was politically unfeasible. Moreover, on his return to Egypt
in 1888, he was appointed judge and later muftt (Islamic law chief)
from 1889 to 1905. In such a formal position, it was perhaps impor-
tant for him to remain on good terms with the British administra-
tion. He then withdrew from active involvement in politics, al-
though he did call on Muslims to unite against their enemies. Hence-
forwards, his endeavours as muftt werc directed toward modern-
ising Islamic law, and revising the curriculum of al-Azhar to in-
clude modern history and geography. His later concern was main-
taining the vitality of Islam while Muslims were adopting West-
ern ways. He created the project of reformulating Islam in order
to distinguish the essential from the non-essential, preserve the
fundamentals and discard the accidental aspects of historical Iegacy.
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He called for Muslims to return to the Qur'an and the hadrth as
God's guidance, but in regards to matters not expressly addressed
in these sources he argued that ijtihad (individual reason and judg-
ment) was essential in order to better respond to the challenge of
modern society. Inherent in this project was the conviction that
Muslims should not hesitate to draw on modern science and logic
to deepen their knowledge and to demonstrate the compatibility
of Islam with modern scientific thought and progress. In so doing
he became the trailblazer of a hybrid Islamic reformism and mod-
ernism under the banner of the Salafiyyah movement (Lapidus,
1.995: 621.: Landau, 7994: 25-6).
The great tremors from the Pan-Islam and Salafiyyrzft movements
speedily spread out to North Africa and the Middle East, provid-
ing a new iight for various religio-political movements in the re-
gion. In the last decade of the century their impacts also reached
the heart of the Islamic epistemic communities in the Haramayn.
For a new generation of Muslim students in the Holy City who
had become politically aware of the detrimental effects of West-
ern encroachments in their respective home countries, the idea of
Pan-Islam in both political and educational fields was very stimu-
lating. In the view of Snouck Hurgronje: "Those who at home have
studied in the pesanftAns, soeraL:S, nnndarsah's [sic] (institutions for
the religious instructions of native Moslims) or in the mosques are
most open to Pan-Islamic influences" (Hurgronle, 7937: 249).
It has already been mentioned that in the late 19th century Shaikh
Ahmad Khatib asked his students to read 'Abduh's works in or-
der to reject his arguments. His students were in fact not only
reading his works but also admiring his thoughts (Noer, 1980:
146). Through reading materials, the encounter with pilgrims from
Egypt,or perhaps through contact with Indo-Malayan students in
Cairo that had developed since the middle years of the century,iT
the Pan-Islamic and reformist-modernist concepts soon became the
new dominant discourse amongst the lazuah students at Mecca.
Mohd. Tahir b. Djalaluddin, one of Khatib's former students, had
already left Mecca for Cairo in early 1893 to study astronomy at
al-Azhar.In Cairo he spent four years being deeply exposed to
the teachings of 'Abduh and formed a close relationship with his
most enthusiastic discipie, Mohd. Rashid Ridha (Roff, 1967: 60).
Several other launh students subsequently followed in Djalalud-
din's footsteps, leading to the gradual exodus of Indo-Malayan
students from Mecca to Cairo. The change in preferred study des-
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tination reflected a shift in religious paradigm, which would have
a significant impact on the development of Islam in the archipela-
qar
In 1,897 Shaikh H. M. Thaib Umar (a former student of Ahmad
Khatib) had already established a reformed stLrau (Islamic school)
in Batusangkar (West Sumatra). At this juncture, the classical sys-
tem and general modern subjects had not yet been introduced,
but all texts used in this school were printed books and the curric-
ulum was adapted to that of the al-Azhar. Slowly but surely the
influence of 'Abduh's school of thought spread throughout the
isiands (Junus, 7960: 45-53). In later developments, this reformed
school led to the formation of what was popularly called mndrasah,
in which the classical system was applied, new technologies of
education were introduced, and religious and general subjects were
taught side by side.
The early development of madrasah clearly indicated a desire to
blend the agenda of Islamic reformation centring on the purifica-
tion of Islam, the adoption of modern scientific methods and a
curriculum of 'Islamic modernism'. In the following century, with
the help of typographic printing, new religious subjects for these
nudrssnh were reproduced and widely disseminated. While the
traditional pesantren for a long time to come continued to be high-
ly dependent on the product of lithography, which were popular-
ly calied "kitab kuning" (yellow books), the nndrasalz soon adopt-
ed "kitab putih" (white books), which were the product of typog-
raphy.
The installation of reformed schools in the NEI planted the seeds
of internal rivalries within the Muslim epistemic community (sanf-
ri). The arrival of the new schools implied the birth of a new re-
gime of truth, a new mode of production, a new religious con-
sciousness and new relations of knowledge and power. This obvi-
ously signalled an attack on the status and habitus of the estab-
lished traditional religious clerisy that would iead to the fracture
of the East Indies Islamic community in the next century.
Conclusion
Finally, we arrive at the twilight of the nineteenth century. There
was still only one ball of fire in the sky around which the earth
revolved. But the sunset in the western part of the East Indies sky
emanated particular gradations of light that reflected new cur-
rents in the cosmology and history of the East Indies. Alongside
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the lingering colours of the past, new synchronic shades emerged,
providing new contesting images to define the future historical
direction of society.
The native ruling class gradually departed from the Islamic
worldview and attempted to revitalise its existence through the
union of what Ricklefs called 'budi' ('intellect', here meaning West-
ern scientific thought) and 'buda' (pre-islamic culture). This tra-
jectory, however, was unlikely to end in the same terminus. Being
exposed to western education and civilisation the new educated
priynyi became more obsessed with the idea of kemadjoenn
(progress). Moreover, the elevation of this new priyayl into new
professional career paths resulted in a sort of envious relationship
between the old and the new priyayi. Meanwhile, the colonial pol-
icy of sociai segregation that favoured the higher priynyi resulted
in a covert tension amongst the new western educated priyayi,
between the descendants of higher and of lesser priyayi. This fac-
tor, together with the fact that the newly educated people had not
yet discovered a special "code" to construct a collective identity,
and also restricted social mobility and information exchange, meant
that the voices and movements of western-inspired kenndjoeatT re-
mained confined to a narrow and localised sphere of influence.
At around the same time, the superimposition of Western civil-
isation in the Muslim world inspired certain segments of the new
generation of Islamic clerisy to reorganise Muslim society, based
on a blend of 'Islamic reformism' and 'Islamic modernism'. To-
wards the end of the century a circle of the East Indies 'ulnma'
highly imbued with this ideology began to bring it down to the
East Indies earth. The arrival of the new ideology carried an early
warning of the threats in store for the conservative-traditionalist
unnLa
Alongside this polarisation and fragmentation, three streams
emerged within the new generation of the East Indies elite, name-
ly the secular, the adat-oriented and the Islamic clerisy. These three
groups shared the same conclusion on the importance rejuvenat-
ing the East Indies society, based on kemadjoenn. The difference
being that while the first two groups preferred to ground kennd-
joenn in Western and pre-Islamic values, the iatter preferred to
ground it in purified Islamic belief and values. Thus, as the East
Indians entered the twentieth century, there is evidence of the
gestation of conflicting ideologies in the desire to rejuvenate East
Indies society.
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Endnotes
L. The terrn clerisy here is meant as a social group whose members variously
thought of themselves as 'men of learning' (docti, eruditi, sa-ttnnts, gelelrten,
'ulann') or'menof letters' (literati,lnntmesdeletters,pujnngga).For a further
explanation of the term, see Gellner (1988: 70-1) and Burke (2000:79-20)
2. On December 37, 1799, the VOC, because of mismanagement and
"bankruptcy", was officially transferred, together with a1l its possessions,
debts (140 million guilders), and property, to the Batavia Republic under
the jurisdiction of the home government in the Netherlands (Adam, 1995:
4: Nieuwenhuys, 1999: 1-5).
3. Most of today's Indonesia was only conquered by the Dutch in the second
half of the 19th century. Some kingdoms could not even be conquered
until the flrst decade of the 20th century. Control of Aceh was bitterly
contested for 30 years (7873-1904), while other Kingdoms such as in South
Bali and Bone (South Sulawesi) were not conquered until 1906. It is also
worth noting that some of the conquered islands were administered directly
while other parts were indirectly ruled (Nieuwenhuys, 1999: 1-5; Dlck,
2002:2).
4. During the "Napolenic" V'l ar the Dutch coloniai offlcials surrendered their
territories to the British "in order to keep them out of the hands of the
French" (Ricklefs, 1993:172). The British interregnum ln Indonesia was run
under the leadership of Governor General Thomas Stamford Raffles (1811-
16).
5. Thls club was planned by Governor General Herman Willem Daendels
(1808-i1) and officially opened by Thomas Stanford Raffles in 1815
(Lombard, 7996a: 83).
6. Before the coming of the Dutch and the Protestant missions the Portuguese
had been responsible for converting the islanders of the eastern part of the
archipelago and instructing them in the Catholic falth. In so doing they had
pioneered missionary schools such as a Catholic seminary in Ternate in
1537. With the arrival of the Protestant missions in the territories the
Catholic mlssions were curtailed until their operation was admitted for the
first time by Governor General Herman Wiliiam Daendels (i808-1811).
Their activities were not confined to Europeans but also took place among
the East Indies communities of all classes, with their strongholds ln Flores,
Timor, and Ambon-not to forget their significant appearance in Java
(Ftrrniv all, 19 40 : 278-9).
7. A similar situation prevailed when the Dutch East Indies moved into the
so-called "ethica1" era of the early twentieth century. In the Law of
December 31,1906, the people were ciassified into three grouPS: Europeans,
Natives, and Chinese & other foreign Orientals (Maier, 1993:39).
B. Following several native insurrections, most notably the Java War (1825-
1830) and the Padri War (1821-38), the Dutch made an effort to curtail the
influence of Islamic zealots within the provincial sphere of power by co-
opting and transforming the traditionai ruling class, the priyayi (such as
bupntis in Java, ptenglnthrc in Minangkabau and ule|balangs in Aceh), into
subordinate functionaries of the Dutch native civil service administration
(Pangrelt Prnjn). In this respect, the priynyi family was allowed to take part
to a lesser degree in the civilization of the colonial master (Lombard, 1996a:
103).
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9. The length of courses in this school was changed several times. From the
beginning until 1853 it was only a two-year (vaccination) course for selected
youngsters who were abie to speak Malay using Malay as the medium of
instruction, and was then extended to three years in 1864. In 1875 a reform
was proposed to extend the course of instruction to five years after a two
year preparatory course, and to introduce Dutch language as the medium
of instruction at certain levels. Subsequently, from 1881 the preparatory
section became three years, and then after 1890 the school was only open
to ELS graduates (Junge, 1973:3; Toer, 1985: 21; Hadisutjipto,l9TT:29-33).
10. At the beginning the course was two years long, with Dutch generally used
as the medium of instruction. In 1893, the study was lengthened to five
vears and s()me new srrhieets rtteh ar |tw were added ttl meet new
requirements in administratl\.e posts. The pupils in these schools were
mostly children of the Brtpati (Regents), as it was assumed that they would
succeed their fathers in the Native Civil Service posts (Sutherland,1"979: 17;
Van Niel, 7970:27; Ricklefs, 7993:728).
11. The chief feature of this oeriod was the advent of the advertisement-oriented
and official (government) organ press, which used the Dutch language,
was owned and edited by Dutch people and was oriented mainly towards
the Dutch.
12. ExamplesincludeSelonrytretMelafoe inSemarang(1860-1911),BietttangTitnoor
inSurabaya (7862-1887),Bitttang lilrzorinSumatra (1865-1865), and Bitttnttg
Barat rn Batavia (1869-1899).
13. It is said that the participation of theperanaknn Chinese in the vernacular
press beg;an in 1869 when Lo Tun Tay assumed the post of editor for the bi-
weekly newspaper, Mntahnria, in Batavia. It is also r.l'orth noting that the
major Chinese contribution to the development of the vernacular press
was through their role as the subscribers and advertisers.
14. Examples of Indies natives who were invoived in the press field before the
1900s were Dja Endar Muda as an editor of the Chinese-owned bi-weekly
paper, Pertja Barat (1894-7898), Sutan Baharudin as an editor of dally Sirtnr
Menang-Kabau (1.894-1897), Tirto Adhi Surjo as a correspondent for the
newspaper Hindia Ollnndtt, (1894-1896), Datuk Sutan Maharadja as an editor
of the twice weekly Warta Beritn (1895-1897) and Wahidin Sudiro Husodc'r
as an editor of the Javanese and Malay twice-weekly Retnodhoenilaii (1895-
1e06)
15. The peranakan Chinese started running their own vernacular presses in
the period following the economic crisis of 1884, which forced some of the
Dutch and Eurasian press owners to sell out their enterprises. Thus, from
December 1886 ownership of the printinp; firm and the right to publish the
weli-known paper of the time, Biutnug Timor, was in the llands of a
peranakan Chinese, Baba Tjoa Tjoan Lok. This was followed by other
Chinese-owned vernacular presses such as Pentbritn Betarui (frctn 1886 up
to1887),Bintang Soerabnin (from 1BB7), and several others (Adam, 1995: 58-
724).
16. This ls not to forget the availability of a small number of presses that used
Dutch, Javanese and High Malay languag;es.
17. Before the arrival of the Dutch the use of the Malay language was strongly
rooted in the main cities in coastal areas throughout the archipelap;o, spread
by Islamic trading and cleristl networks (Lombard, 1996b: 153).
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18. For most quotations from the press published at the end of the 19th and
early 20th century, I am indebted to the work of Ahmat B. Adam (1995).
19. To give an example, Bintnttg Hindin, No. 103, December 29, 1880, ran a
complaint from a graduate of the Dokter-Djawa school about the fact that
a graduate of this school could only become a vaccinator or at best a dokter-
djazua whose maximum pay per month only be around fl. 90 (after about
twenty years of service). On the other hand, a graduate of the Chiefs'
school had a better prospect of being appointed as a mantri pollsl, assistant
zuednrLa, iuedana, patilt or jaksa, with the possibility of ultimately becomrng a
regent.
20. The term 'organic intellectual' was coined by Antonio Gramsci (1977: 3)'
referring to one who works consciously towards developing the cultural
and political capacities of hls/her own class. Somewhat different from
Gramsci's conception, the organic intellectual in this work is not only
attached to a particular fundamental social class but also to any other subject
positions (coilective forces) outside class relations.
21. Examples of the native insurrections under the banner of Islam throughout
the 19th century were the so-called Cirebon War (1802-06), the'Java
(Diponegoro) War' (1825-1830), the 'Padri War' in West Sumatra (1821'
1838), the 'Banjarmasin (Antasari) War' (1859-1862), the'Jihad in Cilegon'
(9-30 July lBBB) and the Aceh War (1873-1903).
22. The sultanate was respectlvely ruled by Ymg DiperttLan Mttda (YPM) Raja
Jaafar (r. 1806/7-7831). Raja Abdul Rahman (r. 1831-1844), Raja Ali (r'1844-
1857), Raja Abdullah (r. 1857-1858), Raja Muhammad Yusuf (r. 1858-1899),
and finally Raja Abdul Rahman (d. 1930) who merged it with the Malay-
Lingga sultanate to became the new Riau-Lingga sultanate until its abolition
in 1913 (Matheson, 1989).
23. This book was actually written outside the court, probably in East Java, but
was closely related to the spiritual problems of the court and was preserved
in the form of a court text commissioned by the Surakarta Crown Prince,
later Pakubuwana V (1820-23). For a different perspective on this book, see
A. Day (1e83).
24. In the matter of Islamic (inspired) literature, M. B. Hooker takes the view
that throughout the archipelago there was a continuum of literary
expression across generations of different religious traditions. "Artistic
themes or structures existing prior to or next to (the religion of) Islam
expressed or came to express Islamic belief." Thus, "lslam is an element in
this continuum, and very often the most obvious one" (Hooker, 1983: 1B-
e).
25. According to Azra (199a) the network between Muslims in the Middle
East and ln the archipelago was initiated as eariy as the emergence of
Islam, in the form of religio-economic relations. With the extensive Islamic
propagation throughout the archipelago, especially from the late 12th
century, and with the dominant power of the Ottoman Empire and other
Islamic kingdoms (such as the Mughal and Safavid) over the Middle East,
Red Sea and Indian Ocean from the second half of the 15th and throughout
the 16th century, this network was extended to religio-political relations.
Furthermore, frbm at least the 17th century this network began to transform
itself into intensive religio-intellectual relations. The important Indo-Malayan
figures of the 17th century international 'ulann'networks were, among
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others, Nuruddin al-Raniri (b. 1658), Abdurrauf al-Sinkili (b.1615), and
Muhammad Yusuf al-Maqassari (b. 7627).Those of the lBth century were
Syihabuddin b. Abdullah Muhammad, Kemas Fakhruddin, Abdussamad
al-Palimbani, Kemas Muhammad b. Ahmad and Muhammad Muhyiddin
b. Syihabuddin (from Palembang/Sumatra); Muhammad Arsyad al-Banjari
and Muhammad Nafis al-Banjari (South Kalimantan); Abdul Wahhab al-
Bugisi (From Sulawesi); and Abdurrahman al-Mashri al,Batawi (Jakarta).
26. Examplesof hisworkswereSabrlal-MlthtadTnandPentkunanMelnytLwritten
around the turn of the 18th/19th century.
27.Exarnp\es of these were a Qur'dnic commentary, Tafsir Marah Labid(published early 1880s), Syarh Kitab Alurilmiyyah on Arabic grammar (1881),
Lthab al-Bayan on linguistic style (1884), Dhart at al-YarTrrr on doctrine (1886),
Siltk al-ladah and SuIIam al-Mwtajah on Islamic Law (1883 and 1BB4), and
Sharh Bidayat al-Hidayah on Sufism (1881) (Hurgronje, 1931: 27I-2).
28. Examples of his works are Rauda al-Hussab ft 'IIm al-Hisab (Cairo, 1892) and
al-laualir al-Naqiyyahfr nl-A'mal al-laibiyyah (Cairo,1891) (Steenbrink, 1984:
14s).
29. These students arrived for the first time in Mecca as follows: Djalaluddin in
1881, Umar in the early 1890s, Asy'ari in 1892, Haji Rasul 1894, Ahmad in
1895, Djambek in 1896, Dahlan in 1889, and Salim in 1906. Interestingly
enough, before going to Mecca three of them had been exposed to a
Western education system. Djambek and Ahmad had attended modern
primary schools, while Salim was a graduate of the HBS, the only (general)
secondary school available in the NEI at the time (Noer, 1980: 40-54; Roff,
7967:60; Syaifullah, 1997 28; Junus, 1960: 45).
30. Examples of books published in Sin;;apore from 1860-1870 were Sabrl al-
MtLhtadnt, Bidayat al-Mtrbtadt, Usttl al-Dtn, Tanbth al-Ikhwdn, Sirat al-MtLstaqnr,
Qazua'id al-Islam, Taj al-MtLlak, Syair Mekknh, and Syair Hakikat (Prowdfoot,I993:
2B).
31. In early 19th century the number of Chinese in Java was estimated at 100
thousand. In 1850 there were already some 150 thousand in Java, and by
1900 there were 277 thousand in Java and 250 thousand in the Outer
Provinces (Furniva11, 1944 47 e.213). Meanwhile, there were only a few
thousand Europeans in the early 19th century. The figure became 22,000 in
1850 and jumped to 75,700 in 1900 (Furnivall, 7944: 347; Lombard, 1996a:
78).
32. This is not to ignore the presence of a similar Javanese critique of Islam in
earlier times. For further discussion of this issue, see G. W. J. Drewes (1978).
33. For example the Prophet Mohammad is represented as only a minttr
prophet who was possessed by the Satan (devil), and the term 'syetan'
(Satan) itself is said to etymologically come from the Javanese word 'seta',
meaning 'white', which is the colour of sperm.
34. These councils were composed of penghulus, who were misleadingly
perceived by the Dutch as Isiamic priests, to act as government agents in
dealing with Islamic legal matters.
35. The organic religious system is characterised by a concept of the fusion of
religious and poiitical functions performed by a unitary structure. The ruler
exercises both temporal and spiritual authority, and his chief function is to
maintain the divine sociai order according to sacral 1aw and tradition. Besides
this model there exists the church religious system, characterised by the
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close alliance of two distinct institutions, government and the ecclesiastical
body, where the ecclesiastical structure is separate from both socieiy and
government (Smith, 1970: 9-70)'
the first extensive use of the term was by Gabriel Charmes, a prolific
French journalist interested in the Ottoman Empire, who employed the
term as a variant of existing terms such as 'Pan-Slavism', 'Pan-Germanism'
or'Pan-Hellenism' (Landa u, 199 4: 2) -
Accorciing to Mona Abaza, based on the historical account written by an
Egyptian historian, Mubarak, there were 11 Indo-Malayan students in
Al-Azhar in the mid-19 century (1999:37).
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